B.TECH – CIVIL ENGINEERING(R16)
COURSE OUTCOMES
I Year - I Semester
ENGLISH - I
CO1 Using English languages, both written and spoken, competently and correctly.
CO2 Improving comprehension and fluency of speech.
CO3 Gaining confidence in using English in verbal situations.
MATHEMATICS-I
CO1 Student will be able to Solve linear differential equations of first, second and
higher order
CO2 Student will be able to Determine Laplace transform and inverse Laplace
transform of various functions and useLaplace transforms to determine
general solution to linear ODE
CO3 Student will be able to Calculate total derivative, Jocobian and minima of
functions of two variables
APPLIED CHEMISTRY
CO1 The advantages and limitations of plastic materials and their use in design
would be understood.
CO2 Fuels which are used commonly and their economics, advantages and
limitations arediscussed.
CO3 Reasons for corrosion and some methods of corrosion control would be
understood. The students would be now aware of materials like nanomaterials and fullerenes and their uses.
CO4 Similarly liquid crystals and superconductors are understood. The importance
of green synthesis is well understood and how they are different from
conventional methods is also explained.
CO5 Conductance phenomenon is better understood.
CO6 The students are exposed to some of the alternative fuels and their advantages
and limitations.
ENIGINEERING MECHANICS
CO1 The students are to be exposed to the concepts of force and friction, direction
and its application
CO2 The students are to be exposed to application of free body diagrams.
Solutionto problems using graphical methods and law of triangle of forces
CO3 The students are to be exposed to concepts of centre of gravity
CO4 The students are to be exposed to concepts of moment of inertia and polar
moment of inertia including transfer methods and their applications
CO5 The students are to be exposed to motion in straight line and in curvilinear
paths, its velocity and acceleration computation and methods of representing
plane motion.
CO6 The students are to be exposed to concepts of work, energy and particle
motion
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
CO1 Understand the basic terminology used in computer programming

CO2
CO3
CO4

Write, compile and debug programs in C language.
Use different data types in a computer program.
Design programs involving decision structures, loops and functions.

CO5
CO6
CO7

Explain the difference between call by value and call by reference
Understand the dynamics of memory by the use of pointers
Use different data structures and create/update basic data files.

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
CO1
The natural resources and their importance for the sustenance of the life and
recognize the need to conserve the natural resources
CO2 The concepts of the ecosystem and its function in the environment. The need
for protecting the producers and consumers in various ecosystems and their
role in the food web
CO3 The biodiversity of India and the threats to biodiversity, and conservation
practices to protect the biodiversity
CO4 Various attributes of the pollution and their impacts and measures to reduce or
control thepollution along with waste management practices
CO5 Social issues both rural and urban environment and the possible means to
combat the challenges
CO6 The environmental legislations of India and the first global initiatives towards
sustainabledevelopment.
CO7 About environmental assessment and the stages involved in EIA and the
environmental audit.
CO8 Self Sustaining Green Campus with Environment Friendly aspect of – Energy,
Water andWastewater reuse Plantation, Rain water Harvesting, Parking
Curriculum.
APPLIED / ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
CO1 The students entering into the professional course have practically very little
exposure to lab classes. The experiments introduce volumetric analysis; redox
titrations with different indicators; EDTA titrations; then they are exposed to a
few instrumental methods of chemical analysis. Thus at the end of the lab
course, the student is exposed to different methods of chemical analysis and
use of some commonly employed instruments. They thus acquire some
experimental skills
ENGLISH - COMMUNICATION SKILLS LAB – I
CO1 A study of the communicative items in the laboratory will help the students
become successful inthe competitive world
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING LAB
CO1 Apply and practice logical ability to solve the problems.
CO2 Understand C programming development environment, compiling, debugging,
and linking andexecuting a program using the development environment
CO3 Analyzing the complexity of problems, Modularize the problems into small
modules and thenconvert them into programs
CO4 Understand and apply the in-built functions and customized functions for
solving the problems.
CO5 Understand and apply the pointers, memory allocation techniques and use of
files for dealingwith variety of problems

CO6
CO7

Document and present the algorithms, flowcharts and programs in form of
user-manuals
Identification of various computer components, Installation of software

I Year - II Semester
ENGLISH –II
CO1 The lesson underscores that the ultimate aim of Education is to enhance
wisdom. Abdul Kalam's simple life and service to the nation inspires the readers
to follow in his footsteps
CO2 The lesson enables the students to promote peaceful co-existence and
universal harmony among people and society. The Achievements of C V
Raman are inspiring and exemplary to the readers and all scientists
CO3 The lesson imparts the students to manage different cultural shocks due to
globalization. The seminal contributions of Homi Jehangir Bhabha to Indian
nuclear programme provide an aspiration to the readers to serve the nation and
sterngthen it.
CO4 The theme projects society’s need to re examine its traditions when they are
outdated. The Scientific discoveries and inventions of Jagadish Chandra Bose
provide inspiration to the readers to make their own contributions to science and
technology, and strengthen the nation.
CO5 The lesson offers several inputs to protect environment for the sustainability of
the future generations. Prafulla Chandra Ray's scientific achievements and
patriotic fervour provide inspiration to thereader
CO6 Pupil get inspired by eminent personalities who toiled for the present
day advancement ofsoftware development.
MATHEMATICS-II (Mathematical Methods)
CO1 Student will be able to Calculate a root of algebraic and transcendental
equations. Explain relation between the finitedifference operators.
CO2 Student will be able to Compute interpolating polynomial for the given data.
CO3 Student will be able to Solve ordinary differential equations numerically using
Euler’s and RK method.
CO4 Student will be able to Find Fourier series and Fourier transforms for certain
functions.
CO5 Student will be able to Identify/classify and solve the different types of partial
differential equation
MATHEMATICS-III
CO1 Determine rank, Eigenvalues and Eigen vectors of a given matrix and solve
simultaneous linear equations.
CO2 Solve simultaneous linear equations numerically using various matrix methods.
CO3 Determine double integral over a region and triple integral over a volume.
CO4 Calculate gradient of a scalar function, divergence and curl of a vector
function. Determine line, surface and volume integrals. Apply Green, Stokes
and Gauss divergence theorems to calculate line, surface and volume integrals
APPLIED PHYSICS
CO1 Construction and working details of instruments, ie., Interferometer
CO2 Diffractometer and Polarimeter are learnt

CO3 Study EM-fields and semiconductors under the concepts of Quantum
mechanics paves way for their optimal utility
ELEMENTS OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
CO1 The stress/strain of a mechanical component subjected to loading
CO2 The performance of components like Boiler I.C Engine Compressor,
Steam/Hydraulic turbine, Belt, Rope and Gear
CO3 The type of mechanical component suitable for the required power
transmission
ENGINEERING DRAWING
CO1 To introduce the use and the application of drawing instruments and to make
the students construct the polygons, curves and various types of scales. The
student will be able to understand the need to enlarge or reduce the size of
objects in representing them.
CO2 To introduce orthographic projections and to project the points and lines
parallel to one plane and inclined to other.
CO3 To make the students draw the projections of the lines inclined to both the
planes.
CO4
To make the students draw the projections of the plane inclined to both the
planes.
CO5
To make the students draw the projections of the various types of solids in
different positions inclined to one of the planes.
CO6 To represent the object in 3D view through isometric views. The student will
be able to represent and convert the isometric view to orthographic view and
vice versa.
ENGLISH - COMMUNICATION SKILLS LAB- II
CO1 A study of the communicative items in the laboratory will help the
students become successful inthe competitive world.
APPLIED/ENGINEERING PHYSICS LAB
CO1 Physics lab curriculum gives fundamental understanding of design of an
instrument with targeted accuracy for physical measurements
APPLIED/ENGINEERING PHYSICS - VIRTUAL LABS – ASSIGNMENTS
CO1 Physics Virtual laboratory curriculum in the form of assignment ensures an
engineering graduate to prepare a /technical/mini-project/ experimental report
with scientific temper.
ENGINEERING WORKSHOP & IT WORKSHOP
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Common understanding of concepts, patterns of decentralization
implementation in Africa
Identified opportunities for coordinated policy responses, capacity building
andimplementation of best practices
Identified instruments for improved decentralization to the local level
Identified strategies for overcoming constraints to effective
decentralization andsustainable management at different levels

II Year - I Semester
PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS
CO1
CO2
CO3

CO4
CO5
CO6

Examine, analyze, and compare various Probability distributions for
both discrete and continuous random variables.
Describe and compute confidence intervals for the mean of a population
Describe and compute confidence intervals for the proportion and the variance
of a population and test the hypothesis concerning mean, proportion and
variance and perform ANOVA test
Student will be able to perform the tests of hypothesis
Fit a curve to the numerical data
Student will be able to do statistical quality control methods

BASIC ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Able to analyze the various electrical networks.
Able to understand the operation of DC generators,3-point starter
and conduct theSwinburne’s Test.
Able to analyze the performance of transformer
Able to explain the operation of 3-phase alternator and 3-phase induction
motors
Able to analyze the operation of half wave, full wave rectifiers and OP-AMPs
Able to explain the single stage CE amplifier and concept of feedback
amplifier.

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS-I
CO1

CO2

CO3

CO4

CO5
CO6

The student will be able to understand the basic materials
behavior under the influence of different external loading conditions
and the support conditions
The student will be able to draw the diagrams indicating the variation
of the key performance features like bending moment and shear
forces
The student will have knowledge of bending concepts and calculation of
section modulus and for determination of bending stresses developed in the
beams
The student will have knowledge of shearing concepts and calculation
of section modulus and for determination of shear stresses developed
in the beams
The student will be able to calculate deflections due to various loading
conditions
The student will be able to assess stresses across section of the thin and thick
cylinders to arrive at optimum sections to withstand the internal pressure
using Lame’s equation

BUILDING MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

The student should be able to identify different building materials
and theirimportance in building construction.
The student is expected to differentiate brick masonry, stone masonry
construction and use of lime and cement in various constructions
The student should have learnt the use of lime and cement in various
constructions
The student should have learnt the importance of building components
The student should have learnt the importance of finishings
The student is expected to know the classification of aggregates, sieve
analysisand moisture content usually required in building construction

SURVEYING
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

To demonstrate the basic surveying skills
To use various surveying instruments.
To perform different methods of surveying
To compute various data required for various methods of surveying.
To integrate the knowledge and produce topographical map
Student will be able to compute areas and volumes

FLUID MECHANICS
CO1

Understand the various properties of fluids and their influence on
fluid motion and analyze a variety of problems in fluid statics and
dynamics.

CO2
CO3
CO4

Calculate the forces that act on submerged planes and curves
Identify and analyze various types of fluid flows

CO5
CO6

Apply the integral forms of the three fundamental laws of fluid
mechanics to turbulent and laminar flow through pipes and ducts in order to
predict relevantpressures, velocities and forces
Draw simple hydraulic and energy gradient lines.
Measure the quantities of fluid flowing in pipes, tanks and channels

SURVEYING FIELD WORK-I
CO1

Survey the area using different methods of plane tabling and compass
survey and to adjust the compass traverse graphically

CO2

Record the reduced levels using various methods of leveling and measurement
of horizontal & vertical angles by Theodolite
Determine the location of any point horizontally using chain survey

CO3
CO4

Setting out curves in the field

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS LAB

CO1

Apply the linear laws of elasticity as related to stress and strain.

CO2
CO3
CO4

Understand deflection of different sections at different loading conditions.
Differentiate between properties of a material.
Analyze the bending stress on different types of sections

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AND HUMAN VALUES
CO1

It gives a comprehensive understanding of a variety issues that are
encountered by every professional in discharging professional duties

CO2

It provides the student the sensitivity and global outlook in the
contemporaryworld to fulfill the professional obligations effectively
II Year – II Semester

BUILDING PLANNING AND DRAWING
CO1
CO2

CO3
CO4
CO5

Student should be able to plan various buildings as per the building by-laws
The student should be able to distinguish the relation between the
plan, elevation and cross section and identify the form and functions
among the buildings.
The student will be able to classify the building types

The student is expected to learn the building elements and materials
The student is expected to learn the skills of drawing building elements and
plan the buildings as per requirements
CO6 The student is expected to learn the skills of drawing building elements and
plan the buildings as per requirements
STRENGTH OF MATERIALS- II
CO1

CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

The student will be able to understand the basic concepts of Principal
stresses developed in a member when it is subjected to stresses along
different axes and design the sections.
The student can asses stresses in different engineering applications like shafts,
springs subjected to different loading conditions
The student can asses stresses in different engineering applications like
columns and struts subjected to different loading conditions
The student will be able to understand direct and bending stresses developed in
dams and chimneys.
The student will be able to understand deflections of beams subjected to
unsymmetrical bending
The student will be able to assess forces in different types of trusses used in
construction

HYDRAULICS AND HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
CO1
CO2
CO3

Solve uniform open channel flow problems
Solve non uniform open channel flow problem
Apply the principals of dimensional analysis and similitude in hydraulic

modeltesting
CO4
CO5
CO6

Understand the hydrodynamic force of jets
Understand the working principles of various hydraulic machineries
Understand the working principles of various pumps

CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

understand the basic concepts of concrete, aggregate
test the fresh concrete properties
Tests on hardened concrete properties
Realize the importance of quality of concrete.
Evaluate the ingredients of concrete through lab test results. Design the
concrete mixby BIS method.
Familiarize the basic ingredients of concrete and their role in the
production ofconcrete and its behavior in the field.

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS – I
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Distinguish between the determinate and indeterminate structures.
Identify the behavior of structures due to the expected loads, including the
movingloads, acting on the structure.
Estimate the bending moment and shear forces in beams for different fixity
conditions
Analyze the continuous beams using various methods -, three moment
method,slope deflection method, energy theorems
Draw the influence line diagrams for various types of moving loads on
beams/bridges
Analyze the loads in Pratt and Warren trusses when loads of different
types andspans are passing over the truss

TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING – I
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Plan highway network for a given area
Determine Highway alignment and design highway geometrics
Design Intersections and prepare traffic management plans
Judge suitability of pavement materials
design flexible and rigid pavements
Construct and maintain highways

FLUID MECHANICS AND HYDRAULIC MACHINERY LAB
CO1
CO2
CO3

Determine metacentre of a floating vessel.
Calibrate various flow measuring devices in pipe and open channel flow
Determine various losses and velocity in pipe flow in field

SURVEY FIELD WORK- II
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Record the reduced levels using various methods of leveling and measurement
of horizontal & vertical angles by Theodolite
Determine the location of any point horizontally and vertically using
Tachometry
Survey the area using different methods of plane tabling and compass survey
and to adjust the compass traverse graphically
Setting out curves in the field and finding horizontal distances using total
station

MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS AND
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
CO1

The Learner is equipped with the knowledge of estimating the
Demand and demand elasticities for a product and the knowledge of
understanding of the Input-Output-Cost relationships and estimation
of the least cost combination of inputs.

CO2

One is also ready to understand the nature of different markets and Price
Output determination under various market conditions and also to have the
knowledge ofdifferent Business Units
The Learner is able to prepare Financial Statements and the usage of various
Accounting tools for Analysis and to evaluate various investment project
proposals with the help of capital budgeting techniques for decision making.

CO3

III Year – I Semester
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Student will be able to know about the Introduction to Management:
Student will be able to learn about the Operations Management: Principles and
Types of Management
Student will be able to learn about the Functional Management
Student will be able to learn about the Project Management: (PERT/CPM)
Student will be able to learn about the Strategic Management: Vision, Mission,
Goals, Strategy
Student will be able to learn about the Contemporary Management Practice

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5

Identify and classify the geological minerals
Measure the rock strengths of various rocks. Classify and measure the
earthquake prone areas to practice the hazard zonation
Classify, monitor and measure the Landslides and subsidence
Prepares, analyses and interpret the Engineering Geologic maps. Analyzes the
ground conditions through geophysical surveys.
Test the geological material and ground to check the suitability of civil
engineeringproject construction

CO6

Investigate the project site for mega/mini civil engineering projects. Site
selection for mega engineering projects like Dams, Tunnels, disposal sites
etc…

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS – II
CO1
CO2

The student will be able to differentiate Determinate and Indeterminate
Structures
The student will be able to carry out lateral Load analysis of structures

CO3

The student will be able to Analyze Cable and Suspension Bridge structures

CO4

The student will be able to Analyze structures using Moment Distribution

CO5

The student will be able to Analyze structures using Kani’s Method

CO6

The student will be able to Analyze structures using Matrix methods
DESIGN AND DRAWING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Work on different types of design philosophies
Carryout analysis and design of flexural members and detailing
Design structures subjected to shear, bond
Design structures subjected to torsion
Design different type of compression members
Design different type of footings

TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING – II
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

To learn about Components of Railway Engineering
Design geometrics in a railway track.
To know about Turnouts & Controllers
Design airport geometrics in Airport Planning & Design
Design airfield pavements in Runway Design
Design Plan, construct and maintain Docks and Harbor’s

CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY LAB
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Determine the consistency and fineness of cement.and the setting times of
cement.
Determine the specific gravity and soundness of cement.
Determine the compressive strength of cement
Determine the workability of cement concrete by compaction factor, slump
and Vee – Bee tests
Determine the specific gravity of coarse aggregate and fine aggregate by
Sieveanalysis
Determine the flakiness and elongation index of aggregates. Determine the
bulking of sand
Understand the non-destructive testing procedures on concrete

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY LAB
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Identify Mega-scopic minerals & their properties
Identify Mega-scopic rocks & their properties.
Identify the site parameters such as contour, slope & aspect for topography
Know the occurrence of materials using the strike & dip problems

TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING LAB
CO1

Ability to test aggregates and judge the suitability of materials for
the roadconstruction

CO2
CO3

Ability to test the given bitumen samples and judge their suitability for the
roadconstruction
Ability to obtain the optimum bitumen content for the mix design

CO4

Ability to determine the traffic volume, speed and parking characteristics.
III Year – II Semester

DESIGN AND DRAWING OF STEEL STRUCTURES
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Work with relevant IS codes
Carryout analysis and design of flexural members and detailing
Design tension members of different types with connection detailing
Design compression members of different types with connection detailing
Design Plate Girder and Gantry Girder with connection detailing
Produce the drawings pertaining to different components of steel structures

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING – I
CO1

CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

The student must know the definition of the various parameters related
to soil mechanics and establish their inter-relationships.
The student should be able to know the methods of determination of the
variousindex properties of the soils and classify the soils
The student should be able to know the importance of the different engineering
properties of the soil such as compaction, permeability
The student should be able to know the importance of the shear strength and
determine them in the laboratory.
The student should be able to know the importance of the different engineering
properties of the soil such as compaction, consolidation
The student should be able to apply the above concepts in day-to-day civil
engineering practice

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING – I
CO1
Introduction of plan and design the water and distribution networks and
sewerage systems
CO2 Identify the water source and select proper intake structure
CO3 Characterization of water
CO4

Select the appropriate appurtenances in the water supply

CO5
CO6

Selection of suitable treatment flow for raw water treatment
Plan and design the water and distribution networks and sewerage systems

WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING–I
CO1 have a thorough understanding of the theories and principles governing
CO2

CO3

CO4
CO5
CO6

thehydrologic processes,
be able to quantify major hydrologic components and apply key concepts
to severalpractical areas of engineering hydrology and related design
aspects
develop Intensity-Duration-Frequency and Depth-Area Duration curves to
designhydraulic structures. be able to develop design storms and carry out
frequency analysis
be able to estimate flood magnitude and carry out flood routing.
be able to determine aquifer parameters and yield of wells. be able to model
hydrologic process
be able to determine storage capacity and life of reservoirs.

develop unit hydrograph and synthetic hydrograph
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION (Open Elective)
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Student will be able to learn about the Measurement Errors and Voltmeters and
Multimeters
Student will be able to learn about the Digital Instruments
Student will be able to learn about the Oscilloscopes
Student will be able to learn about the Signal Generators
Student will be able to learn about the Measurement of resistance, inductance
and capacitance
Student will be able to learn about the Transducers & Miscellaneous

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (Open Elective)
CO1 Describe a relational database and object
orienteddatabase.
CO2 Create, maintain and manipulate a relational database using SQ
CO3 Describe ER model and normalization for databasedesign.
CO4 Examine issues in data storage and query processing and can formulate
appropriatesolutions.
CO5 Understand the role and issues in management of data such as efficiency,
privacy,security, ethical responsibility, and strategic advantage
CO6 Design and build database system for a given real world problem
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES(Open Elective)
CO1 The students completing the course will be able to understand the ever
CO2
CO3
CO4

increasing quality of life.
This phenomenon imposes high demand on conventional fossil fuels
Hence search for alternate fuels is a continuous phenomenon
The student will have an overview of various alternate fuels along with their
merits and limitations.

WASTE WATER MANAGEMENT(Open Elective)

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Learn about the Industrial water Quantity and Quality requirements
Suggest treatment methods for any industrial wastewater.
Learn the manufacturing process of various industries
Learn about Industrial wastewater disposal management
Learn the manufacturing process and treatments of various industries
Student will be in a position to decide the need of common effluent treatment
plant for the industrial area in their vicinity

FUNDAMENTALS OF LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS (Open Elective)
CO1 Have good knowledge on LNG process.
CO2 Classify different liquefaction techniques.
CO3 Understand different units in LNG processing and transportation.
CO4 Have knowledge associated with safety aspects of LNG.
GREEN FUEL TECHNOLOGIES (Open Elective)
CO1 What are green fuel technologies
CO2 How bio-ethanol, bio diesel & Methane are produced from crops, cellulosic
biomass,plant seeds & bio digester
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING LAB
CO1
Determine index properties of soil and classify them.
CO2
Determine permeability of soils
CO3 Determine Compaction, Consolidation and shear strength characteristics
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING LAB
CO1
Estimation some important characteristics of water and wastewater in the
laboratory
CO2 Draw some conclusion and decide whether the water is potable or not.
CO3 Decide whether the water body is polluted or not with reference
to the stateparameters in the list of experiments
CO4 Estimation of the strength of the sewage in terms of BOD and COD
COMPUTER AIDED ENGINEERING LABORATORY
CO1 Understand the paper –space environment thoroughly
CO2
Develop the components using 2D and 3D wire frame models through various
editing commands.
CO3 Generate assembly of various components of compound solids.

IV Year – I Semester
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING -II
CO1 Plan and design the sewerage systems
CO2 Select the appropriate appurtenances in the sewerage systems
CO3 Analyze sewage and suggest and design suitable forsewage
treatment system
CO4 Analyze sewage and suggest and design suitable secondary
treatment system

CO5
CO6

Suggest a suitable disposal method with respect to effluent standards
Identify the critical point of pollution in a river for a specific amount of
pollutant disposal into the river

WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING–II

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

estimate irrigation water requirements
plan an irrigation system, design irrigation canals and canal network
plan and design diversion head works
design irrigation canal structures
analyze stability of gravity and earth dams
design ogee spillways and energy dissipation works

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING – II
CO1 The student will be able to learn about the stability of slopes
CO2 Understand the concept of earth pressure behind earth retaining structures for
different conditions
CO3 The student must be able to understand the various types of shallow
foundations anddecide on their location based on soil characteristics
CO4 The student must be able to design Piles based on the principles of bearing
capacity.
CO5 Understand the settlement behavior of different type of soil under different
foundation
CO6 Understand the importance of soil investigation and determine various soil
properties
REMOTE SENSING AND GIS APPLICATIONS
CO1 be familiar with ground, air and satellite based sensor platforms.
CO2 interpret the aerial photographs
CO3 interpret the aerial satellite imageries
CO4 create and input spatial data for GIS application
CO5 apply RS and GIS concepts in water resources engineering
CO6 applications of various satellite data

FINITE ELEMENT METHODS (Open Elective)

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Solve simple boundary value problems using Numerical
technique of Finite elementmethod
Develop finite element formulation of one and two dimensional problems
and solvethem
Assemble Stiffness matrices, Apply boundary conditions and solve for the
displacements
Compute Stresses and Strains and interpret the result.

GROUND IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES (Open Elective)
CO1

By the end of the course, the student should be able to possess the

knowledge of various methods of ground improvement and their
suitability to different field situations.
CO2
CO3
CO4

The student should be in a position to design a reinforced earth embankment
and check its stability.
The student should know the various functions of Geosynthetics and their
applicationsin Civil Engineering practice
The student should be able to understand the concepts and applications of
grouting

AIR POLLUTION AND CONTROL (Open Elective)
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Decide the ambient air quality based on the analysis of air pollutants
Design particulate and gaseous control measures for an industry
Judge the plume behavior in a prevailing environmental condition
Estimate carbon credits for various day to day activities

URBAN HYDROLOGY (Open Elective)
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

develop intensity duration frequency curves for urban drainage systems
Develop design storms to size the various components of drainage systems
Apply best management practices to manage urban flooding
Prepare master drainage plan for an urbanized area.

TRAFFIC ENGINEERING (Open Elective)
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Determine traffic speed, volume, travel time and density
Determine the traffic characteristics
Design traffic signals
Distinguish different noise levels
Determine highway capacity
To know about the intelligent vehicles-highway systems

ADVANCED STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Design raft foundations and different types of RCC retaining walls
Carryout analysis and design of different types of RCC water tanks
Solve the problems design of RCC Bunkers, Silos and Chimneys
Understand various types of transmission towers and loading on them.

ADVANCED FOUNDATION ENGINEERING

CO1
CO2

Compute the safe bearing capacity of footings subjected to vertical and
inclined loads
Understand the advanced methods of settlement computations and
proportionfoundation footings

CO3
CO4
CO5

Appreciate the methods of computing the pull-out capacity and negative skin
frictionof piles and compute the settlements of pile groups in clays.
Appreciate the problems posed by expansive soils and the
different foundationpractices devised.
Appreciate the difference between isolated footings and combined footings
and matfoundations.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT
CO1

Prepare EMP, EIS, and EIA report
Identify the risks and impacts of a project
Selection of an appropriate EIA methodology

CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Evaluation the EIA report
Estimate the cost benefit ratio of a project
Know the role of stakeholder and public hearing in the preparation of EIA

GROUND WATER DEVELOPMENT
CO1 Estimate aquifer parameters and yield of wells Analyze radial flow towards
wells in confined and unconfined aquifers
CO2 Design wells and understand the construction practices
CO3 Interpret geophysical exploration data for scientific source finding of aquifers.
CO4 Determine the process of artificial recharge for increasing groundwater
potential
CO5 Take effective measures for controlling saline water intrusion
CO6 Apply appropriate measures for groundwater management.

PAVEMENT ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5

Determine stresses in pavements
Design bituminous mixes
Design flexible pavements using various methods
Design rigid pavements using various methods
Design shoulders, overlays and drainage

IPR & PATENTS
CO1
CO2

IPR Laws and patents pave the way for innovative ideas which are
instrumental forinventions to seek Patents.
Student get an insight on Copyrights, Patents and Software patents which
areinstrumental for further advancements.

GIS & CAD LAB
CO1
CO2

work comfortably on GIS software
digitize and create thematic map and extract important features

CO3 develop digital elevation model
CO4 use structural analysis software to analyze and design 2D and 3D frames
CO5 design and analyze retaining wall and simple towers using CADD software.
IRRIGATION DESIGN AND DRAWING
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

The student will be able to design Surplus weir
The student will be able to design Tank sluice with a tower head
The student will be able to design Canal drop-Notch type
The student will be able to design Canal regulator
The student will be able to design Under tunnel
The student will be able to design Syphon aqueduct type III

IV Year - II Semester
ESTIMATION SPECIFICATION & CONTRACTS
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Understand the quantity calculations of different components of the buildings.
Understand the rate analysis of different quantities of the buildings
components.
Learn various specifications and components of the buildings
The student should be capable of finalizing the value of structures.
The student will be able to estimate the value of buildings by individual wall
method
The student will be able to estimate the value of buildings by center line
method

CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

appreciate the importance of construction planning
to know about the project evaluation review technique
understand the functioning of various earth moving equipment
know the methods of production of aggregate products and
concreting and usage ofmachinery required for the works.
apply the gained knowledge to project management and construction
techniques

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Understand the basic concepts of prestressing to gain knowledge about it
Understand the different methods of prestressing
Estimate effective prestress including the short and long term losses
Analyze and design prestressed concrete beams under flexure
Analyze and design prestressed concrete beams under torsion and shear
Understand the relevant IS Codal provisions for prestressed concrete

BRIDGE ENGINEERING

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Explain different types of Bridges with diagrams and Loading standards
Carryout analysis and design of Slab bridges, T Beam bridges, Box
culvers andsuggest structural detailing
Carryout analysis and design of Plate girder bridges
Organize for attending inspections and maintenance of bridges and prepare
reports

SOIL DYNAMICS AND FOUNDATIONS
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

On successful completion of these course, the student able to
Use theory of vibrations to find the behavior of soil under dynamic loading
Design machine foundations under different loads and soil conditions
Understand the liquefaction phenomina
Conduct various laboratory and filed tests to determine the dynamic soil
prosperitiesand its interpretation.
Design vibration isolators under any vibratory machines.

SOLID AND HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Understand the basic concepts of solid waste management systems
Design the collection systems of solid waste of a town
Design treatment of municipal solid waste and landfill
Know the criteria for selection of landfill
Characterize the solid waste and design a composting facility
Know the Method of treatment and disposal of Hazardous wastes

WATER RESOURCES SYSTEMS PLANNING
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Apply optimization methods to solve problems related to water resource
systems.
Perform basic economic analysis to evaluate the economic feasibility of
waterresources projects
Formulate optimization models for decision making in water resources
systems.
Use simulation models for planning and design of Water Resources Systems.

URBAN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
CO1 Urban Transportation Problems & Travel Demand
CO2 Data Collection And Inventories
CO3 Trip Generation & Distribution
CO4 Mode Choice Analysis
CO5 Traffic Assignment
CO6 Corridor Identification, Plan Preparation & Evaluation

PROJECT WORK
CO1 Apply all levels of Engineering knowledge in solving the Engineering
problems.
CO2 Work together with team spirit.
CO3 Use Civil Engineering software at least one.
CO4 Document the projects
M.TECH – STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
I Year – I SEMESTER

THEORY OF ELASTICITY (Program Core1)
Know the definition of stress and deformation and how to determine the
CO1
components of the stress and strain tensors.
CO2
CO3

Apply the conditions of compatibility and equations of equilibrium.
Understand how to express the mechanical characteristics of materials, constitutive
equations and generalized Hook law.

CO4

Use the equilibrium equations stated by the displacements and compatibility
conditions stated by stresses

CO5

Understand index notation of equations, tensor and matrix notation and define state
of plane stress, state of plane strain

CO6

Be able to analyze real problem and to formulate the conditions of theory of
elasticity Applications

CO7

Determine the boundary restrictions in calculations. Solve the basic problems of
the theory of elasticity by using Airy function expressed as biharmonic function

STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
CO1
CO2

Understand the response of structural systems to dynamic loads
Realize the behavior and response of linear and nonlinear SDOF and MDOF structures
with various dynamic loading

CO3

Understand the behavior and response of MDOF structures with various dynamic
loading.

CO4
CO5

Possess the ability to find out suitable solution for continuous system

CO6

Understand the behavior of structures subjected to dynamic loads under free vibration
Understand the behavior of structures subjected to dynamic loads Harmonic excitation
and earthquake load

MATRIX ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES ( Elective-I )
CO1

Perform the structural analysis of determinate and indeterminate structures using
classical compatibility methods, such as method of consistent displacements, force
and equilibrium Methods

CO2

Perform structural analysis using the stiffness method.
Solve multiple degree of freedom two and three dimensional problems involving
trusses, beams, frames and plane stress

CO3
CO4

Understand basic finite element analysis

ANALYTICAL & NUMERICAL METHODS FOR STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERING ( Elective-I )
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Understand the fundamentals of the theory of elasticity
Implement the principles and techniques of photo elastic measurement
Obtain the principles and techniques of strain gage measurement
Adopt the principles and techniques of moiré analysis
Apply the principles and techniques of holographic interferometer
Apply the principles and techniques of brittle coating analysis Understand the
fundamentals of the theory of elasticity

DESIGN OF REINFORCED CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS (Elective-I)
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Attain the perception of site investigation to select suitable type of foundation
based on soil category
Capable of ensuring design concepts of shallow foundation
Can be efficient in selecting suitable type of pile for different soil stratum and
in evaluation of group capacity by formulation
Design different types of well foundation

BRIDGE ENGINEERING
CO1
CO2

Design theories for super structure and substructure of bridges
Design Culvert, R.C.C T Beam Bridge.

CO3
CO4
CO5

Understand the behavior of continuous bridges, box girder bridges.
Possess the knowledge to design prestressed concrete bridges.
Design Railway bridges, Plate girder bridges, different types of bearings,
abutments, piers and various types of foundations for Bridges

REPAIR AND REHABILITATION OF STRUCTURES
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6
CO7

Recognize the mechanisms of degradation of concrete structures and to
design durable concrete structures.
Conduct field monitoring and non‐destructive evaluation of concrete
structures.
Design and suggest repair strategies for deteriorated concrete structures
including repairing with composites.
Understand the methods of strengthening methods for concrete structures
Assessment of the serviceability and residual life span of concrete structures
by Visual inspection and in situ tests
Evaluation of causes and mechanism of damage
Evaluation of actual capacity of the concrete structure Maintenance
strategies

ADVANCED REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN (Elective-II)
CO1

Estimate the deflection of Concrete beams and slabs

CO2

Estimate crack width and its affects

CO3

Design flat slabs, bunkers, silos and chimneys

CO4

Understand the thermal effect on concrete members

ADVANCED CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY
The learner will be able to design concrete mixes of different grades and also
use the special concretes
ADVANCED CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
CO1

CO1
CO2

Conduct various laboratory tests on Cement, Aggregates
Know strain measurement

CO3 Non destructive testing
CO4 Chemical analysis on concrete and Aggregate and Sand
ADVANCED STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Conduct various laboratory tests on Cement, Aggregates
Know strain measurement
Non destructive testing
Chemical analysis on concrete and Aggregate and Sand
I Year - II Semester

FINITE ELEMENT METHODS IN STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Develop finite element formulations of 1 degree of freedom problems and
solve them
Understand any Finite Element software to perform stress, thermal and modal
analysis
Compute the stiffness matrices of different elements and system
Interpret displacements, strains and stress resultants

THEORY OF PLATES AND SHELLS
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Have a knowledge about various plate theories due to bending
Gain the knowledge of Navier’s solution, Levy’s solution and solve for the
rectangular and square Plates
Analyze circular plates with various boundary conditions.
Focus on the finite difference method of solving plate problems
Ability to realize the potential energy principle and find the solution of
rectangular plates for various loadings
Understand the behavior of folded plates and shells.

Elective III ‐ STABILITY OF STRUCTURES
CO1 Analyze different types of structural instabilities
CO2 Execute and work out the inelastic buckling using various methodologies.
CO3 Examine the behaviour of beam columns and frames with and without side
sway using classical and stiffness methods

CO4 To be well versed in the lateral buckling, torsional buckling, Flexural
torsional buckling of various beams and non‐circular sections.
Elective III –ADVANCED STEEL DESIGN
CO1

The learner will be able to design different steel structures

Elective III – ANALYSIS OF OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
CO1 Perform concept development of offshore structure
CO2 Find the wave force on vertical cylinder
CO3 Perform static and dynamic analysis of fixed offshore structure

Elective-4 EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT DESIGN OF BUILDINGS
To learn the fundamentals of seismology and basic earthquake mechanisms,
tectonics types of ground motion, and propagation of ground motion.
CO2
Understand qualitative and quantitative representations of earthquake
magnitude
Determine the natural frequency of a single degree of freedom dynamic
CO3
system for given mass,stiffness and damping properties.
Determine the maximum dynamic response of an elastic vibrating structure to
CO4
a given forcing function
CO5
Learn the fundamentals of building code based structural design
Determine the static design base shear based on the type of structural system,
CO6
irregularity,location and occupancy.
Distribute the static base shear to the structure based on vertical distribution of
CO7
mass horizontal distribution of mass, and centers of rigidity.
CO8
Recognize special conditions such as irregular buildings, building separation,
P‐delta
Elective-4 PRECAST AND PREFABRICATED STRUCTURES
CO1

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Analyze the prefabricated load carrying members
Analyze the production technology of prefabrication
Design and detailing of precast UNIT for factories
Design single storied simple frames

Elective-4 EARTH RETAINING STRUCTURES
CO1 Quantify the lateral earth pressures associated with different earth systems
CO2 Evaluate the mechanical properties of geosynthetics used for soil reinforcement
CO3 Identify the merits and demerits of different earth retaining systems.
Select the most technically appropriate type of retaining wall for the application
CO4 from a thorough knowledge of available systems
CO5 Design of retaining structures using appropriate design methods, factors of safety,
earth pressure diagrams and field verification methods
CO6 Aware of current guidelines regarding the design of earth retaining structures.
CO7 Design retaining structures considering both external and internal stability aspects

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN LABORATORY
CO1 Develop Computer Programs for Analysis and Design of various Structural
Elements
CO2 Use different Structural Engineering software’s to solve various civil
Engineering programs
STRUCTURAL DESIGN LABORATORY
CO1 Develop Computer Programs for Analysis and Design of various Structural
Elements
CO2 Use different Structural Engineering software’s to solve various civil
Engineering programs
SEMINAR
CO1

Collect research material on some topic and to summaries it report and give to
present the same
DESIGN PROJECT
CO1

Analyze, design and prepare a report on Special Design topic related to
Structural Engineering
DISSERTATION / THESIS
CO1 Identifying the topic after thorough review of literature on chosen topic and
Can able to do the Project either Experimental Work or analytical Work

II Year - I Semester
Program Elective 5 DESIGN OF PRE‐STRESSED CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CO1 Explain the principle, types and systems of prestressing and analyze the
deflections.
CO2 Determine the flexural strength and design the flexural members, end blocks.
CO3 Analyze the statically indeterminate structures and design the continuous beam.
C04 Design the tension and compression members and apply it for design of piles.
C05 Analyze the stress, deflections, flexural and shear strength and apply it for the
design of bridges.
C06 Analyze the Composite construction of Pre‐stressed and in‐situ concrete.
Program Elective 5 STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING
CO1 Diagnose the distress in the structure by understanding the causes and factors
CO2 Assess the health of structure using static field methods.
CO3 Assess the health of structure using dynamic field tests
C04 Carryout repairs and rehabilitation measures of the structure
Program Elective 5 INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURES
CO1 Plan the functional requirements of structural systems for various industries.
CO2 Get an idea about the materials used and design of industrial structural elements.
CO3 Realize the basic concepts and design of power plant structures.
CO4 Design power transmission structures.

C05 Possess the ability to understand the design concepts of Chimneys, bunkers and
silos
Open Elective: a)ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES
CO1 Asses the applicability, strengths and weakness of problems and methods for
particular engineering problem
CO2 Can develop intelligent system for particular problem.
Open Elective: b)CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
CO1 Able to plan, coordination, and control of a project from beginning to
completion.
CO2 Adopting the most effect method for meeting the requirement in order to
produce a functionally and financially viable project.
Open Elective: c). GREEN TESCHNOLOGY
CO1 Enlist different concepts of green technologies in a project
CO2 Understand the principles of Energy efficient technologies
CO3
CO4

Estimate the carbon credits of various activities
Recognize the benefits of green fuels with respect to sustainable development.

SEMINAR
CO1

Collect research material on some topic and to summaries it report and give to
present the same
DESIGN PROJECT
CO1

Analyze, design and prepare a report on Special Design topic related to
Structural Engineering
DISSERTATION / THESIS
CO1 Identifying the topic after thorough review of literature on chosen topic and
Can able to do the Project either Experimental Work or analytical Work

B.TECH – ELECTRICAL AND ELCTRONICS ENGINEERING(R16)
COURSE OUTCOMES
I Year - I Semester
ENGLISH - I
CO1 Using English languages, both written and spoken, competently and correctly.
CO2 Improving comprehension and fluency of speech.
CO3 Gaining confidence in using English in verbal situations.
MATHEMATICS-I
CO1 Student will be able to Solve linear differential equations of first, second and
higher order
CO2 Student will be able to Determine Laplace transform and inverse Laplace
transform of various functions and useLaplace transforms to determine
general solution to linear ODE
CO3 Student will be able to Calculate total derivative, Jocobian and minima of
functions of two variables

MATHEMATICS-II (Mathematical Methods)
CO1 Student will be able to Calculate a root of algebraic and transcendental
equations. Explain relation between the finitedifference operators.
CO2 Student will be able to Compute interpolating polynomial for the given data.
CO3 Student will be able to Solve ordinary differential equations numerically using
Euler’s and RK method.
CO4 Student will be able to Find Fourier series and Fourier transforms for certain
functions.
CO5 Student will be able to Identify/classify and solve the different types of partial
differential equation
APPLIED PHYSICS
CO1 Construction and working details of instruments, ie., Interferometer
CO2 Diffractometer and Polarimeter are learnt
CO3 Study EM-fields and semiconductors under the concepts of Quantum
mechanics paves way for their optimal utility
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
CO1 Understand the basic terminology used in computer programming
CO2 Write, compile and debug programs in C language.
CO3 Use different data types in a computer program.
CO4 Design programs involving decision structures, loops and functions.
CO5 Explain the difference between call by value and call by reference
CO6 Understand the dynamics of memory by the use of pointers
CO7 Use different data structures and create/update basic data files.

ENGINEERING DRAWING
CO1 To introduce the use and the application of drawing instruments and to make
the students construct the polygons, curves and various types of scales. The
student will be able to understand the need to enlarge or reduce the size of
objects in representing them.
CO2 To introduce orthographic projections and to project the points and lines
parallel to one plane and inclined to other.
CO3 To make the students draw the projections of the lines inclined to both the
planes.
CO4
To make the students draw the projections of the plane inclined to both the
planes.
CO5
To make the students draw the projections of the various types of solids in
different positions inclined to one of the planes.
CO6 To represent the object in 3D view through isometric views. The student will
be able to represent and convert the isometric view to orthographic view and
vice versa.
ENGLISH - COMMUNICATION SKILLS LAB – I
CO1 A study of the communicative items in the laboratory will help the students
become successful inthe competitive world

APPLIED/ENGINEERING PHYSICS LAB
CO1 Physics lab curriculum gives fundamental understanding of design of an
instrument with targeted accuracy for physical measurements
APPLIED/ENGINEERING PHYSICS - VIRTUAL LABS – ASSIGNMENTS
CO1 Physics Virtual laboratory curriculum in the form of assignment ensures an
engineering graduate to prepare a /technical/mini-project/ experimental report
with scientific temper.
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING LAB
CO1 Apply and practice logical ability to solve the problems.
CO2 Understand C programming development environment, compiling, debugging,
and linking andexecuting a program using the development environment
CO3 Analyzing the complexity of problems, Modularize the problems into small
modules and thenconvert them into programs
CO4 Understand and apply the in-built functions and customized functions for
solving the problems.
CO5 Understand and apply the pointers, memory allocation techniques and use of
files for dealingwith variety of problems
CO6 Document and present the algorithms, flowcharts and programs in form of
user-manuals
CO7 Identification of various computer components, Installation of software

I Year - II Semester
ENGLISH –II
CO1 The lesson underscores that the ultimate aim of Education is to enhance
wisdom. Abdul Kalam's simple life and service to the nation inspires the readers
to follow in his footsteps
CO2 The lesson enables the students to promote peaceful co-existence and
universal harmony among people and society. The Achievements of C V
Raman are inspiring and exemplary to the readers and all scientists
CO3 The lesson imparts the students to manage different cultural shocks due to
globalization. The seminal contributions of Homi Jehangir Bhabha to Indian
nuclear programme provide an aspiration to the readers to serve the nation and
sterngthen it.
CO4 The theme projects society’s need to re examine its traditions when they are
outdated. The Scientific discoveries and inventions of Jagadish Chandra Bose
provide inspiration to the readers to make their own contributions to science and
technology, and strengthen the nation.
CO5 The lesson offers several inputs to protect environment for the sustainability of
the future generations. Prafulla Chandra Ray's scientific achievements and
patriotic fervour provide inspiration to thereader
CO6 Pupil get inspired by eminent personalities who toiled for the present
day advancement ofsoftware development.

MATHEMATICS-III
CO1 Determine rank, Eigenvalues and Eigen vectors of a given matrix and solve
simultaneous linear equations.

CO2
CO3
CO4

Solve simultaneous linear equations numerically using various matrix methods.
Determine double integral over a region and triple integral over a volume.
Calculate gradient of a scalar function, divergence and curl of a vector
function. Determine line, surface and volume integrals. Apply Green, Stokes
and Gauss divergence theorems to calculate line, surface and volume integrals

APPLIED CHEMISTRY
CO1 The advantages and limitations of plastic materials and their use in design
would be understood.
CO2 Fuels which are used commonly and their economics, advantages and
limitations arediscussed.
CO3 Reasons for corrosion and some methods of corrosion control would be
understood. The students would be now aware of materials like nanomaterials and fullerenes and their uses.
CO4 Similarly liquid crystals and superconductors are understood. The importance
of green synthesis is well understood and how they are different from
conventional methods is also explained.
CO5 Conductance phenomenon is better understood.
CO6 The students are exposed to some of the alternative fuels and their advantages
and limitations.
OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING THROUGH C++
CO1 Understand the basic terminology used in computer programming
CO2 Write, compile and debug programs in C language. Use different data types in
a computerprogram.
CO3 Design programs involving decision structures, loops and functions.
CO4 Explain the difference between call by value and call by reference
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
CO1
The natural resources and their importance for the sustenance of the life and
recognize the need to conserve the natural resources
CO2 The concepts of the ecosystem and its function in the environment. The need
for protecting the producers and consumers in various ecosystems and their
role in the food web
CO3 The biodiversity of India and the threats to biodiversity, and conservation
practices to protect the biodiversity
CO4 Various attributes of the pollution and their impacts and measures to reduce or
control thepollution along with waste management practices
CO5 Social issues both rural and urban environment and the possible means to
combat the challenges
CO6 The environmental legislations of India and the first global initiatives towards
sustainabledevelopment.
CO7 About environmental assessment and the stages involved in EIA and the
environmental audit.
CO8 Self Sustaining Green Campus with Environment Friendly aspect of – Energy,
Water andWastewater reuse Plantation, Rain water Harvesting, Parking
Curriculum.

ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS -I
CO1 Various electrical networks in presence of active and passive elements
CO2 Electrical networks with network topology concepts.
CO3 Any magnetic circuit with various dot conventions.
CO4 Any R, L, C network with sinusoidal excitation.
CO5 Any R, L, network with variation of any one of the parameters i.e R, L,C.andf.
CO6 Electrical networks by using principles of network theorems

APPLIED / ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
CO1 The students entering into the professional course have practically very little
exposure to lab classes. The experiments introduce volumetric analysis; redox
titrations with different indicators; EDTA titrations; then they are exposed to a
few instrumental methods of chemical analysis. Thus at the end of the lab
course, the student is exposed to different methods of chemical analysis and
use of some commonly employed instruments. They thus acquire some
experimental skills

ENGLISH - COMMUNICATION SKILLS LAB- II
CO1 A study of the communicative items in the laboratory will help the
students become successful inthe competitive world.
OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING LAB
CO1 Explain what constitutes an object-oriented approach to
programming and identify potential benefits of object - oriented
programming over other approaches
CO2
Apply an object-oriented approach to developing applications of varying
complexities
II Year - I Semester
ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT ANALYSIS-II

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5

Students are able to solve three- phase circuits under balanced and
unbalancedcondition
Students are able find the transient response of electrical networks
for different typesof excitations.
Students are able to find parameters for different types of network.
Students are able to realize electrical equivalent network for a
given network transferfunction.
Students are able to extract different harmonics components from
the response of aelectrical network.

ELECTRICAL MACHINES – I

CO1

Able to assimilate the concepts of electromechanical energy conversion.

CO2

Able to mitigate the ill-effects of armature reaction and improve
commutation in dcmachines.

CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Able to understand the torque production mechanism and
control the speed of dcmotors.
Able to analyze the performance of single phase transformers.
Able to predetermine regulation, losses and efficiency of single phase
transformers.
Able to parallel transformers, control voltages with tap changing
methods and achievethree-phase to two-phase transformation.

BASIC ELECTRONICS AND DEVICES

CO1

CO2

CO3
CO4

Students are able to understand the basic concepts of semiconductor physics, which
are usefulto understand the operation of diodes and transistors. Students are able to
explain the operation and characteristics of PN junction diode and specialdiodes.
Ability to understand operation and design aspects of rectifiers and regulators.
Students are able to understand the characteristics of various transistor configurations.
They become familiar with different biasing, stabilization and compensation
techniques used in transistor circuits.
Students are able to understand the operation and characteristics of FET,
Thyristors, PowerIGBTs and Power MOSFETs.

Students are able to understand the merits and demerits of positive
and negative feedback and the role of feedback in oscillators and
amplifiers.

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

CO1

CO2
CO3

CO4
CO5
CO6

To Determine electric fields and potentialsusing guass’s lawor
solving Laplace’s orPossion’s equations, for various electric charge
distributions.
To Calculate and design capacitance, energy stored in dielectrics.
To Calculate the magnetic field intensity due to current, the
application of ampere’slaw and the Maxwell’s second and third
equations.
To determine the magnetic forces and torque produced by currents in magnetic
field
To determine self and mutual inductances and the energy stored in the
magnetic field.
To calculate induced e.m.f., understand the concepts of
displacement current andPoynting vector.

THERMAL AND HYDRO PRIMEMOVERS

CO1

To make the student understand the types of prime movers, which can be
connected to generators for power production and should obtain the skills
of performing the necessary calculations with respect to the functioning of
the prime movers.

MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

CO1

The Learning objectives of this paper is to understand the concept and nature
of Managerial Economics and its relationship with other disciplines and also to

CO2

CO3

CO1

understand the Concept of Demand and Demand forecasting, Production
function, Input Output relationship, Cost-Output relationship and CostVolume-Profit Analysis.
To understand the nature of markets, Methods of Pricing in the
different market structuresand to know the different forms of
Business organization and the concept of Business Cycles.
To learn different Accounting Systems, preparation of Financial
Statement and uses of different tools for performance evaluation.
Finally, it is also to understand the concept of Capital, Capital
Budgeting and the techniques used to evaluate Capital Budgeting
proposals.

To impart practical knowledge on the performance evaluation
methods of various internal combustion engines, flow measuring
equipment and hydraulic turbines and pumps.

ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS LAB

CO1
CO2

Able to apply various thermos, determination of self and mutual inductances, two port
parameters of a given electric circuits.
Able to draw locus diagrams. Waveforms and phasor diagram for lagging and leading
networks

II Year – II Semester
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Able to choose right type of instrument for measurement of voltage
and current for acand dc.
Able to choose right type of instrument for measurement of power
and energy – ableto calibrate energy meter by suitable method
Able to calibrate ammeter and potentiometer.
Able to select suitable bridge for measurement of electrical parameters
Able to use the ballistic galvanometer and flux meter for magnetic
measuringinstruments
Able to measure frequency and phase difference between signals
using CRO. Able touse digital instruments in electrical
measurements.

ELECTRICAL MACHINES – II

CO1

Able to explain the operation and performance of three phase induction motor.

CO2

Able to analyze the torque-speed relation, performance of
induction motor andinduction generator.
Able to explain design procedure for transformers and three phase induction
motors.
Implement the starting of single phase induction motors.
To perform winding design and predetermine the regulation of
synchronousgenerators.

CO3
CO4
CO5

CO6

Avoid hunting phenomenon, implement methods of staring and
correction of powerfactor with synchronous motor.

SWITCHING THEORY AND LOGIC DESIGN

CO1

Be able to understand and apply amortised analysis on Switching
structures, including logic & design sets.

CONTROL SYSTEMS
CO1

CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Ability to derive the transfer function of physical systems and
determination ofoverall transfer function using block diagram
algebra and signal flow graphs.
Capability to determine time response specifications of second
order systems and todetermine error constants.
Acquires the skill to analyze absolute and relative stability of LTI
systems usingRouth’s stability criterion and the root locus method.
Capable to analyze the stability of LTI systems using frequency response
methods.
Able to design Lag, Lead, Lag-Lead compensators to improve
system performancefrom Bode diagrams.
Ability to represent physical systems as state models and
determine the response.Understanding the concepts of
controllability and observability.

POWER SYSTEMS-I
CO1
CO2

Students are able to identify the different components of thermal power plants.
Students are able to identify the different components of nuclear Power plants.

CO3

Students are able to distinguish between AC/DC distribution
systems and alsoestimate voltage drops of distribution systems.
Students are able to identifythe different components of air and
gas insulatedsubstations.
Students are able to identifysingle core and multi core cables with
differentinsulating materials.
Students are able to analyzethe different economic factors of
power generationand tariffs.

CO4
CO5
CO6

•

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
CO1

After completion of the Course the student will acquire the knowledge on
management functions, global leadership and organizational behavior. Will
familiarize with the concepts of functional management project management and
strategic management.

ELECTRICAL MACHINES – I LABORATORY

CO1
CO2

To determine and predetermine the performance of DC machines and
Transformers
To control the speed of DC motor.

CO3

To achieve three phase to two phase transformation.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUITS LAB

CO1

Student is able to write the electronic devices using different circuits
III Year – I Semester

POWER SYSTEMS–II

CO1

Able to understand parameters of various types of transmission
lines during differentoperating conditions.

CO2

Able to understand the performance of short and medium transmission lines.

CO3
CO4
CO5

Student will be able to understand travelling waves on transmission lines.
Will be able to understand various factors related to charged transmission lines.
Will be able to understand sag/tension of transmission lines and
performance of lineinsulators.

RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Analyze solar radiation data, extraterrestrial radiation, and
radiation on earth’ssurface.
Design solar thermal collectors, solar thermal plants.
Design solar photo voltaic systems.
Develop maximum power point techniques in solar PV and wind energy
systems.
Explain wind energy conversion systems, wind generators, power generation.
Explain basic principle and working of hydro, tidal, biomass, fuel
cell and geothermalsystems.

SIGNALS & SYSTEMS
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Characterize the signals and systems and principles of vector
spaces, Concept oforthgonality.
Analyze the continuous-time signals and continuous-time systems
using Fourierseries, Fourier transform and Laplace transform.
Apply sampling theorem to convert continuous-time signals to
discrete-timesignal and reconstruct back.
Understand the relationships among the various representations of LTI systems
Understand the Concepts of convolution, correlation, Energy and
Power densityspectrum and their relationships.
Apply z-transform to analyze discrete-time signals and systems.

PULSE AND DIGITAL CIRCUITS
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Design linear and non-linear wave shaping circuits.
Apply the fundamental concepts of wave shaping for various
switching and signalgenerating circuits.
Design different multivibrators and time base generators.
Utilize the non sinusoidal signals in many experimental research areas.

POWER ELECTRONICS
CO1

CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6
CO7

Explain the characteristics of various power semiconductor
devices and analyze thestatic and dynamic characteristics of
SCR’s.
Design firing circuits for SCR.
Explain the operation of single phase full–wave converters and analyze
harmonics inthe input current
Explain the operation of three phase full–wave converters.
Analyze the operation of different types of DC-DC converters.
Explain the operation of inverters and application of PWM
techniques for voltagecontrol and harmonic mitigation.
Analyze the operation of AC-AC regulators.

ELECTRICAL MACHINES – IILABORATORY
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Able to assess the performance ofsingle phase and three phase induction
motors.
Able to control the speed of three phase induction motor.
Able to predetermine the regulation of three–phase alternator by various
methods.
Able to find the Xd/ Xqratio of alternator and asses the
performance of three–phasesynchronous motor.

CONTROL SYSTEMS LAB
CO1
CO2

Able to analyze the performance and working Magnetic amplifier, D.C
and A.C.servo motors and synchronous motors.
Able to design P,PI,PD and PID controllers

CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Able to design lag, lead and lag–lead compensators
Able to control the temperature using PID controller
Able to determine the transfer function of D.C.motor
Able to control the position of D.C servo motor performance

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS LABORATORY

CO1

To be able to measure the electrical parameters voltage, current,
power, energy andelectrical characteristics of resistance,
inductance and capacitance.

CO2

To be able to test transformer oil for its effectiveness.

CO3

To be able to measure the parameters of inductive coil.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND PATENTS
CO1

IPR Laws and patents pave the way for innovative ideas which
are instrumental forinventions to seek Patents. Student get an insight
on Copyrights, Patents and Software patents which areinstrumental for
further advancements.

III Year – II Semester
POWER SYSTEM ANALYSIS

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Able to draw impedance diagram for a power system network and
to understand perunit quantities.
Able to form aYbusand Zbusfor a power system networks.
Able to understand the load flow solution of a power system using different
methods.
Able to find the fault currents for all types faults to provide data for the
design ofprotective devices.
Able to findthe sequence components of currents for unbalanced power
systemnetwork.
Able to analyze the steady state, transient and dynamic stability concepts of a
powersystem

MICROPROCESSORS AND MICROCONTROLLERS

CO1
CO2

To be able to understand the microprocessor capability in general and
explore theevaluation of microprocessors.
To be able to understand the addressing modes of microprocessors

CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

To be able to understand the micro controller capability
To be able to program mp and mc
To be able to interface mp and mc with other electronic devices
To be able to develop cyber physical systems

DATA STRUCTURES
CO1
CO2

Distinguish between procedures and object oriented programming.
Apply advanced data structure strategies for exploring complex data structures.

CO3

Compare and contrast various data structures and design techniques in the area
ofPerformance.
Implement data structure algorithms through C++. • Incorporate data
structures intothe applications such as binary search trees, AVL and B Trees
Implement all data structures like stacks, queues, trees, lists and graphs and
comparetheir Performance and trade offs

CO4
CO5

UNIX AND SHELL PROGRAMMIN
CO1

Documentation will demonstrate good organization and readability.

CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6
CO7

File processing projects will require data organization, problem solving and
research.
Scripts and programs will demonstrate simple effective user interfaces.
Scripts and programs will demonstrate effective use of structured
programming.
Scripts and programs will be accompanied by printed output demonstrating
completion of a test plan.
Testing will demonstrate both black and glass box testing strategies.
Project work will involve group participation.

OOPs through Java
CO1
CO2

Explain what constitutes an object
Apply an object

VLSI DESIGN
CO1

CO2
CO3

Understand the properties of MOS active devices and simple circuits
configured whenusing them and the reason for such encumbrances as ratio
rules by which circuits can be interconnected in silicon.
Know three sets of design rules with which nMOS and CMOS designs may be
fabricated.
Understand the scaling factors determining the characteristics and performance
of MOS circuits in silicon.

ROBOTICS

CO1
CO2

The Student must be able to design automatic manufacturing cells with robotic
controlusing
The principle behind robotic drive system, end effectors, sensor, machine
vision robotKinematics and programming.

NEURAL NETWORKS AND FUZZY LOGIC

CO1
CO2

Know different models of artificial neuron.
Use learning methods of ANN.

CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Use different paradigms of ANN.
Classify between classical and fuzzy sets.
Use different modules of Fuzzy logic controller.
Apply Neural Networks and fuzzy logic for real-time applications

ENERGY AUDIT, CONSERVATION & MANAGEMENT

CO1
CO2

Explain energy efficiency, conservation and various technologies.
Design energy efficient lighting systems.

CO3

Calculate power factor of systems and propose suitable compensation
techniques.
Explain energy conservation in HVAC systems.

CO4

CO5

Calculate life cycle costing analysis and return on investment on energy
efficienttechnologies.

POWER ELECTRONICS LAB
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Able to study the characteristics of various power electronic devices and
analyze gatedrive circuits of IGBT.
Able to analyze the performance of single–phase and three–phase full–wave
bridgeconverters with both resistive and inductive loads.
Able to understand the operation of single phase AC voltage regulator with
resistiveand inductive loads.
Able to understand the working of Buck converter, Boost converter,
single–phasesquare wave inverter and PWM inverter.

MICRO MPROCESSORS AND MICRO CONTROLLERS LAB
CO1
CO2
CO3

Will be able to write assembly language program using 8086 micro based on
arithmetic, logical, and shift operations.
Will be able to interface 8086 with I/O and other devices.
Will be able to do parallel and serial communication using 8051 & PIC 18
microcontrollers

DATASTRUCTURES THROUGH C LAB
CO1
CO2

Be able to design and analyze the time and space efficiency of the data
structure
Be capable to identity the appropriate data structure for given problem

CO3

Have practical knowledge on the application of data structures

PROFESSIONAL ETHICSAND HUMAN VALUES
CO1
CO2

It gives a comprehensive understanding of a variety issues that are
encountered byevery professional in discharging professional duties.
It provides the student the sensitivity and global outlook in the contemporary world to
fulfill the professional obligations effectively.

IV Year – I Semester
UTILIZATION OF ELECTRICALENERGY

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Able to identify a suitable motor for electric drives and industrial applications
Able to identify most appropriate heating or welding techniques for suitable
applications.
Able to understand various level of illuminosity produced by different
illuminating sources.
Able to estimate the illumination levels produced by various sources and
recommend the most efficient illuminating sources and should be able to

CO5
CO6

design different lighting systems by taking inputs and constraints in view.
Able to determine the speed/time characteristics of different types of traction
motors.
Able to estimate energy consumption levels at various modes of operation.

LINEAR IC APPLICATIONS

CO1
CO2

Design circuits using operational amplifiers for various applications.

CO3
CO4

Diagnose and trouble-shoot linear electronic circuits.
Understand the gain-bandwidth concept and frequency response of the
amplifierconfigurations.
Understand thoroughly the operational amplifiers with linear integrated circuits

CO5

Analyze and design amplifiers and active filters using Op-amp.

POWER SYSTEM OPERATION AND CONTROL
CO1
CO2

Able to compute optimal scheduling of Generators.
Able to understand hydrothermal scheduling.

CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Understand the unit commitment problem.
Able to understand importance of the frequency.
Understand importance of PID controllers in single area and two area systems.
Will understand reactive power control and compensation for transmission line

SWITCHGEAR AND PROTECTION

CO1 Able to understand the principles of arc interruption for application to high
voltagecircuit breakers of air, oil, vacuum, SF6 gas type.
CO2 Ability to understand the working principle and operation of different types of
electromagnetic protective relays.
CO3 Students acquire knowledge of faults and protective schemes for high
powergenerator and transformers.
CO4 Improves the ability to understand various types of protective schemes used
forfeeders and bus bar protection.
CO5 Able to understand different types of static relays and their applications.
CO6 Able to understand different types of over voltages and protective schemes
requiredfor insulation co–ordination.
ELECTRICAL MACHINE MODELING& ANALYSI (Elective-I)

CO1
CO2

Develop modeling of dc machine
Apply mathematical modeling concepts to 3-phase Induction machines

CO3

Design control strategies based on dynamic modeling of 3-ph Induction
machines and3-phase synchronous machine.
Analyze BLDC Machine and switched reluctance machine based on
mathematicalmodeling of BLDCM and SRM.

CO4

ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEMS

CO1

State space representation of control system and formulation of different state
modelsare reviewed.

CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Able to design of control system using the pole placement technique is given
afterintroducing the concept of controllability and observability.
Able to analyse of nonlinear system using the describing function technique
and phaseplane analysis.
Able to analysethe stability analysis using lypnov method.
Minimization of functionals using calculus of variation studied.
Able to formulate andsolve the LQR problem and riccatti equation.

PROGAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS & APPLICATIONS

CO1
CO2

Understand the PLCs and their I/O modules.
Develop control algorithms to PLC using ladder logic.

CO3
CO4

Manage PLC registers for effective utilization in different applications.
Design PID controller with PLC.

INSTRUMENTATION (Elective – I)

CO1
CO2

Able to represent various types of signals .
Acquire proper knowledge to use various types of Transducers.

CO3

Able to monitor and measure various parameters such as strain, velocity,
temperature, pressure etc.
Acquire proper knowledge and working principle of various types of digital
voltmeters.
Able to measure various parameter like phase and frequency of a signal with
thehelp of CRO.
Acquire proper knowledge and able to handle various types of signal analyzers.

CO4
CO5
CO6

OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES (Elective – II)
CO1 Differentiate between different types of power quality problems.
CO2 Explain the sources of voltage sag, voltage swell, interruptions, transients,
longduration over voltages and harmonics in a power system.
CO3 Analyze power quality terms and power quality standards.
CO4 Explain the principle of voltage regulation and power factor improvement methods.
CO5 Demonstrate the relationship between distributed generation and power quality.
CO6 Explain the power quality monitoring concepts and the usage of
measuringinstruments.
SPECIAL ELECTRICAL MACHINES

CO1
CO2

Distinguish between brush dc motor and brush less dc motor.
Explain the performance and control of stepper motors, and their applications.

CO3
CO4

Explain theory of operation and control of switched reluctance motor.
Explain the theory of travelling magnetic field and applications of linear
motors.
Understand the significance of electrical motors for traction drives.

CO5

ELECTRICAL SIMULATION LAB

CO1

Able to simulate integrator circuit, differentiator circuit, Boost converter,
Buckconverter, full convertor and PWM inverter.

CO2

Able to simulate transmission line by incorporating line, load and transformer
models.
Able to perform transient analysis of RLC circuit and single machine
connected toinfinite bus(SMIB).

CO3

POWER SYSTEMS LAB
CO1

The student is able to determine the parameters of various power
system components which are frequently occur in power system
studies and he can execute energy management systems functions at
load dispatch center.

IV Year – II Semester
DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

The students learn the advantages of discrete time control systems and the
“knowhow” of various associated accessories.
The learner understand z–transformations and their role in the mathematical
analysisof different systems(like Laplace transforms in analog systems).
The stability criterion for digital systems and methods adopted for testing
the sameare explained.
Finally, the conventional and state space methods of design are also
introduced.

H.V.D.C. TRANSMISSION
CO1
CO2

Able to understand various factors of distribution system.
Able to design the substation and feeders.

CO3

Able to determine the voltage drop and power loss

CO4

Able to understand the protection and its coordination.

CO5

Able to understand the effect of compensation forp.f improvement.

CO6

Able to understand the effect of voltage control.

HIGH VOLTAGE ENGINEERING(ELECTIVE – III)

CO1
CO2

To be acquainted with the performance of high voltages with regard to
differentconfigurations of electrode systems.
To be able to understand theory of breakdown and withstand phenomena of
all typesof dielectric materials.

CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

To acquaint with the techniques of generation of AC,DC and Impulse voltages.
To be able to apply knowledge for measurement of high voltage and high
currentAC,DC and Impulse.
To be in a position to measure dielectric property of material used for HV
equipment.
To know the techniques of testing various equipment’s used in HV
engineering.

FLEXIBLE ALTERNATING CURRENT TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

CO1
CO2

Understandpower flow control in transmission lines using FACTS controllers.
Explain operation and control of voltage source converter.

CO3

Analyze compensation methods to improve stability and reduce power
oscillations inthe transmission lines.
Explain the method of shunt compensation using static VAR compensators.
Understand the methods of compensations using series compensators.
Explain operation of Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC).

CO4
CO5
CO6

POWER SYSTEM REFORMS (Elective III)

CO1
CO2

Will understand importance of power system deregulation and restructuring.
Able to compute Available Transfer Capability.

CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Will understand transmission congestion management.
Able to compute electricity pricing in deregulated environment.
Will be able to understand power system operation in deregulated environment.
Will understand importance of ancillary services.

M.TECH – ELECTRICAL AND ELCTRONICS ENGINEERING
I Year – I SEMESTER
ELECTRICAL MACHINE MODELING & ANALYSIS
CO1 After completion of this course the students will be able to: Apply knowledge
of behaviour of DC motors to model and analyse for different applications.
CO2 Analyse the characteristics of different types of DC motors to design suitable
controllers

CO3
CO4

CO5

Apply the knowledge of reference frame theory for AC machines to model
the induction andSynchronous machines.
Evaluate the steady state and transient behaviour of induction and
synchronous machines toPropose the suitability of drives for different
industrial applications
Analyse the 2-Phase induction machines using voltage and torque
equations to differentiate the behaviour and to propose their
applications in real world.

ANALYSIS OF POWER ELECTRONIC CONVERTERS

CO1
CO2

After completion of this course the students will be able to: Analyze the
operation of phase controlled converters and AC voltage converters.
Analyze the requirements of power factor correction in converter circuits.

CO3

Analyze the requirements of power factor correction in converter circuits.

CO4

Describe and analyse the operation of 3-phase inverters with and without
PWM techniques.

CO5

Describe principles of operation and features of multilevel inverters.

POWER ELECTRONIC CONTROL OF DC DRIVES

CO1

After completion of this course the students will be able to:
Analyse single phase and three phase converter fed DC drives.

CO2

Analyse the two quadrants and four quadrant controls of DC motor drives.

CO3

Develop the mathematical models of DC drive components.

CO4

Analyse the four quadrant and closed loop control of DC-DC converter fed DC
drive.

FLEXIBLE AC TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

CO1
CO2

Know the performance improvement of transmission system with FACTS.
Get the knowledge of effect of static shunt and series compensation.

CO3
CO4

Know the effect of UPFC.
Determine an appropriate FACTS device for different types of applications.

MODERN CONTROL THEORY
CO1
CO2

Understanding the state variable approach is suitable for higher order.
To analyze the concepts of controllability and observability.

CO3

To analyze the various non-linearities through describing functions and phase
plane analysis.
Typical issues of stability and instability of continuous time invariant systems.

CO4

POWER QUALITY
CO1 Have the knowledge on causes of power quality, power quality parameters.
CO2 Understand sources of transient over voltages and providing protection to
transient over voltages.
CO3 Understand effects of harmonics, sources of harmonics and harmonic
minimization.
CO4 Analyze long duration voltage variations and regulation of voltage variations.

CO5

Describe power quality aspects in distributed generation and develop
solutions to wiring and grounding problems.

OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
CO1 After completion of this course the students will be able to: State and
formulate the optimization problem, without and with constraints, by using
design variables from an engineering design problem
CO2 Apply classical optimization techniques to minimize or maximize a multivariable objective function, without or with constraints, and arrive at an
optimal solution. Formulate a mathematical model and apply linear
programming technique by using Simplex method
CO3 Also extend the concept of dual Simplex method for optimal solutions. Apply
gradient and non-gradient methods to nonlinear optimization problems and use
interior or exterior penalty functions for the constraints to derive the optimal
solutions.
CO4 Able to apply Genetic algorithms for simple electrical problems. Able to solve
practical problems using PSO.
ENERGY AUDITING, CONSERVATION&MANAGEMENT (Elective II)

CO1

CO2

After completion of this course the students will be able to: Perform energy
audit in different organizations. Recommend energy efficient motors and
design good lighting system
Understand advantages to improve the power factor. Evaluate the depreciation
of equipment.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES (Elective-II)

CO1
CO2

Understand neural networks and analyze different types of neural networks.
Design training algorithms for neural networks.

CO3
CO4

Develop algorithms using genetic algorithm for optimization.
Analyze and designfuzzy logic systems.

HVDC TRANSMISSION (Elective II)
CO1
CO2

Understand the various schemes of HVDC transmission.
Understand the basic HVDC transmission equipment.

CO3
CO4
CO5

Understand the control of HVDC systems.
Understand the interaction between HVAC and HVDC system.
Understand the various protection schemes of HVDC engineering

SIMULATION LABORATORY
CO1
CO2
CO3

Analyse the characteristics of power semiconductor devices in simulation.
Analyse the operation of various power electronic converters in simulation.
Analyse and implementing the speed controlling techniques for AC machines
in simulation.

I Year - II Semester
SWITCHED MODE POWER CONVERSION
CO1
CO2

Analyse the control operation of non-isolated switch mode converters.
Analyse the operation of resonant converters and soft switching.

CO3
CO4

Analyse the operation of isolated switch mode converters.
Analyse the control schemes for resonant converters and design of magnetic
components.
Analyse the design of non-isolated switch mode converters based on
linearization.

CO5

POWER ELECTRONIC CONTROL OF AC DRIVES
CO1 Explain operation of induction motor and analyse speed control of AC
drivesbyVSIfed drives.
CO2 Understand vector control of induction motors.

CO3
CO4
CO5

Understand operation of traction drives.
Analyse control schemes to synchronous motor drives.
Understand control of switched reluctance motor & stepper motor.

DIGITAL CONTROLLERS
CO1
CO2

Know the interfacing circuits for input and output to PIC micro controllers
Design PWM controls for power electronic circuits using FPGA

CUSTOM POWER DEVICES
CO1 Analyse the effect of various power quality issues in distribution system and
their mitigation principles.
CO2 Describe the operation of custom power devices for reactive power &
harmonic compensation.
CO3 Analyse high speed transfer switches.
CO4 Analyse the operation and control of custom power devices in power system
applications
RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS
CO1 Identify alternate energy sources.
CO2 Classify and analyze different renewable energy systems.

CO3
CO4

Adopt different alternate energy sources for power generation.
Adopt optimally usage of different sources and interconnection with grid.

REACTIVE POWER COMPENSATION & MANAGEMENT
CO1
CO2

Learn various load compensations.
Obtain the mathematical model of reactive power compensating devices.

CO3

Get application of reactive power compensation in electrical traction & arc
furnaces

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

CO1
CO2

Analyze a distribution system.
Design equipment for compensation of losses in the distribution system.

CO3 Design protective systems and co-ordinate the devices.
CO4 Understand of capacitive compensation.
SMART GRID TECHNOLOGIES
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5

Understand smart grids and analyse the smart grid policies and
developments in smart grids.
Develop concepts of smart grid technologies in hybrid electrical vehicles etc.
Understand smart substations, feeder automation, GIS etc.
Analyse micro grids and distributed generation systems.
Analyse the effect of power quality in smart grid and to understand latest
developments in ICT for smart grid.

SPECIAL MACHINES
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5

Analyze the characteristics of different types of PM type brushless DC motors
and design suitable controllers.
Apply the knowledge of sensors used in PMSM which can be used for
controllers and synchronous machines.
Analyze the different controllers used in electrical machines to propose the
suitability of drives for different industrial applications.
Classify the types of DC linear motors and apply the knowledge of controllers
to propose their application in real world.
Evaluate the steady state and transient behavior linear induction motors.

PROGAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS & APPLICATIONS
CO1
CO2

Understand the PLCs and their I/O modules.
Develop control algorithms to PLC using ladder logic etc.

CO3
CO4
CO5

Manage PLC registers for effective utilization in different applications
Handle data functions and control of two axis and their axis robots with PLC
Design PID controller with PLC.

POWER CONVERTERS AND DRIVES LAB
CO1 To analyse the working of phase controlled converters, AC voltage controllers,
DC-DC converters, and.
CO2 PWM inverters and analyse the speed control operation of power converter fed
motors

II Year - I Semester
Switch gear & Technology

CO1

Demonstrate the basic concepts fundamental switch gear & technology

Energy Audit conservations & Management
CO1 After the completion of the course, student will be able to energy audit of
conservation
CO2 Demonstrate management network analysis and measures.
DISSERTATION PHASE – I AND PHASE – II
CO1 Ability to synthesize knowledge and skills previously gained and applied to
an in-depth studyand execution of new technical problem.
CO2 Capable to select from different methodologies, methods and forms of
analysis to produce asuitable research design, and justify their design.
CO3 Ability to present the findings of their technical solution in a written report.
CO4 Presenting the work in International/ National conference or reputed journals.
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
(CO’S)OUTCOMES OF UG AND PG COURSE

ENGLISH - I
CO1 Using English languages, both written and spoken, competently and correctly.
CO2 Improving comprehension and fluency of speech.
CO3 Gaining confidence in using English in verbal situations.
MATHEMATICS-I
CO1 Student will be able to Solve linear differential equations of first, second and
higher order
CO2 Student will be able to Determine Laplace transform and inverse Laplace
transform of various functions and useLaplace transforms to determine
general solution to linear ODE
CO3 Student will be able to Calculate total derivative, Jocobian and minima of
functions of two variables
MATHEMATICS-II (Mathematical Methods)
CO1 Student will be able to Calculate a root of algebraic and transcendental
equations. Explain relation between the finitedifference operators.
CO2 Student will be able to Compute interpolating polynomial for the given data.
CO3 Student will be able to Solve ordinary differential equations numerically using
Euler’s and RK method.
CO4 Student will be able to Find Fourier series and Fourier transforms for certain
functions.
CO5 Student will be able to Identify/classify and solve the different types of partial
differential equation

APPLIED PHYSICS
CO1 Construction and working details of instruments, ie., Interferometer
CO2 Diffractometer and Polarimeter are learnt

CO3 Study EM-fields and semiconductors under the concepts of Quantum
mechanics paves way for their optimal utility

\

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
CO1 Understand the basic terminology used in computer programming
CO2 Write, compile and debug programs in C language.
CO3 Use different data types in a computer program.
CO4 Design programs involving decision structures, loops and functions.
CO5 Explain the difference between call by value and call by reference
CO6 Understand the dynamics of memory by the use of pointers
CO7 Use different data structures and create/update basic data files.

ENGINEERING DRAWING
CO1 To introduce the use and the application of drawing instruments and to make
the students construct the polygons, curves and various types of scales. The
student will be able to understand the need to enlarge or reduce the size of
objects in representing them.
CO2 To introduce orthographic projections and to project the points and lines
parallel to one plane and inclined to other.
CO3 To make the students draw the projections of the lines inclined to both the
planes.
CO4
To make the students draw the projections of the plane inclined to both the
planes.
CO5
To make the students draw the projections of the various types of solids in
different positions inclined to one of the planes.
CO6 To represent the object in 3D view through isometric views. The student will
be able to represent and convert the isometric view to orthographic view and
vice versa.
ENGLISH - COMMUNICATION SKILLS LAB – I
CO1 A study of the communicative items in the laboratory will help the students
become successful inthe competitive world
APPLIED/ENGINEERING PHYSICS LAB
CO1 Physics lab curriculum gives fundamental understanding of design of an
instrument with targeted accuracy for physical measurements
APPLIED/ENGINEERING PHYSICS - VIRTUAL LABS – ASSIGNMENTS
CO1 Physics Virtual laboratory curriculum in the form of assignment ensures an

engineering graduate to prepare a /technical/mini-project/ experimental report
with scientific temper.

ENGINEERING WORKSHOP & IT WORKSHOP
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Common understanding of concepts, patterns of decentralization
implementation in Africa
Identified opportunities for coordinated policy responses, capacity building
andimplementation of best practices
Identified instruments for improved decentralization to the local level
Identified strategies for overcoming constraints to effective
decentralization andsustainable management at different levels

I Year - II Semester
ENGLISH –II
CO1 The lesson underscores that the ultimate aim of Education is to enhance
wisdom. Abdul Kalam's simple life and service to the nation inspires the readers
to follow in his footsteps
CO2 The lesson enables the students to promote peaceful co-existence and
universal harmony among people and society. The Achievements of C V
Raman are inspiring and exemplary to the readers and all scientists
CO3 The lesson imparts the students to manage different cultural shocks due to
globalization. The seminal contributions of Homi Jehangir Bhabha to Indian
nuclear programme provide an aspiration to the readers to serve the nation and
sterngthen it.
CO4 The theme projects society’s need to re examine its traditions when they are
outdated. The Scientific discoveries and inventions of Jagadish Chandra Bose
provide inspiration to the readers to make their own contributions to science and
technology, and strengthen the nation.
CO5 The lesson offers several inputs to protect environment for the sustainability of
the future generations. Prafulla Chandra Ray's scientific achievements and
patriotic fervour provide inspiration to thereader
CO6 Pupil get inspired by eminent personalities who toiled for the present
day advancement ofsoftware development.
MATHEMATICS-III
CO1 Determine rank, Eigenvalues and Eigen vectors of a given matrix and solve
simultaneous linear equations.
CO2 Solve simultaneous linear equations numerically using various matrix methods.
CO3 Determine double integral over a region and triple integral over a volume.
CO4 Calculate gradient of a scalar function, divergence and curl of a vector

function. Determine line, surface and volume integrals. Apply Green, Stokes
and Gauss divergence theorems to calculate line, surface and volume integrals

APPLIED CHEMISTRY
CO1 The advantages and limitations of plastic materials and their use in design
would be understood.
CO2 Fuels which are used commonly and their economics, advantages and
limitations arediscussed.
CO3 Reasons for corrosion and some methods of corrosion control would be
understood. The students would be now aware of materials like nanomaterials and fullerenes and their uses.
CO4 Similarly liquid crystals and superconductors are understood. The importance
of green synthesis is well understood and how they are different from
conventional methods is also explained.
CO5 Conductance phenomenon is better understood.
CO6 The students are exposed to some of the alternative fuels and their advantages
and limitations.
ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY
CO1 Able to analyse the various electrical networks. Able to understand the
operation of DC generator
CO2 DC Motor ,3-point starter and Speed control methods. Able to analyse the
performance of transformer.
CO3
Able to explain the operation of 3-phase alternator and 3-phase induction
motors, Able to explain the working principle of various measuring
instruments.
CO4 Able to understand Working of I.C. Engines
CO5 Able to understand Modes of Heat transfer
CO6 Able to understand Power transmission by drives and different manufacturing
methods.
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
CO1
The natural resources and their importance for the sustenance of the life and
recognize the need to conserve the natural resources
CO2 The concepts of the ecosystem and its function in the environment. The need
for protecting the producers and consumers in various ecosystems and their
role in the food web
CO3 The biodiversity of India and the threats to biodiversity, and conservation
practices to protect the biodiversity
CO4 Various attributes of the pollution and their impacts and measures to reduce or
control thepollution along with waste management practices
CO5 Social issues both rural and urban environment and the possible means to
combat the challenges
CO6 The environmental legislations of India and the first global initiatives towards
sustainabledevelopment.
CO7 About environmental assessment and the stages involved in EIA and the
environmental audit.
CO8 Self Sustaining Green Campus with Environment Friendly aspect of – Energy,

Water andWastewater reuse Plantation, Rain water Harvesting, Parking
Curriculum.
DATA STRUCTURES
CO

Apply advanced data structure strategies for exploring complex data structures.

CO

Compare and contrast various data structures and design techniques in the area
Of Performance
Implement all data structures like stacks, queues, trees, lists and graphs and
compare their Performance and
trade offs

CO

APPLIED/ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
CO The students entering into the professional course have practically very little
exposure to lab classes.
The experiments introduce volumetric analysis; redox titrations with different
indicators; EDTA titrations; then they
are exposed to a few instrumental methods of chemical analysis. Thus at the
end of the lab course, the student is
exposed to different methods of chemical analysis and use of some commonly
employed instruments. They thus
acquire some experimental skills.
ENGLISH - COMMUNICATION SKILLS LAB – II
CO A study of the communicative items in the laboratory will help the students
become successful inthe competitive world
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING LAB
CO1 Apply and practice logical ability to solve the problems.
CO2 Understand C programming development environment, compiling, debugging,
and linking andexecuting a program using the development environment
CO3 Analyzing the complexity of problems, Modularize the problems into small
modules and thenconvert them into programs
CO4 Understand and apply the in-built functions and customized functions for
solving the problems.
CO5 Understand and apply the pointers, memory allocation techniques and use of
files for dealingwith variety of problems
CO6 Document and present the algorithms, flowcharts and programs in form of
user-manuals
CO7 Identification of various computer components, Installation of software

II Year - I Semester
ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUITS
CO1

Understand the basic concepts of semiconductor physics.

CO2

• Understand the formation of p-n junction and how it can be used as a p-n
junction as diode in different modes of operation.

CO3

• Know the construction, working principle of rectifiers with and without
filters with relevant expressions and necessary comparisons.
Understand the construction, principle of operation of transistors, BJT and FET
with their V-I characteristics in different configurations
Know the need of transistor biasing, various biasing techniques for BJT and
FET and stabilization concepts
with necessary expressions
Perform the analysis of small signal low frequency transistor amplifier circuits
using BJT and FET in
different configurations.

CO4
CO5

CO6

SWITCHING THEORY AND LOGIC DESIGN
CO1
CO2

Classify different number systems and apply to generate variouscodes
Use the concept of Boolean algebra in minimization of switchingfunctions •

CO3
CO4
CO5

Design different types of combinational logiccircuits.
Apply knowledge of flip-flops in designing of Registers andcounters
The operation and design methodology for synchronous sequential circuits and
algorithmic statemachines
Produce innovative designs by modifying the traditionaldesigntechniques

CO6

SIGNALS & SYSTEMS
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Characterize the signals and systems and principles of vector spaces, Concept
of orthgonality.
Analyze the continuous-time signals and continuous-time systems using
Fourier series, Fourier transform and Laplace transform.
Apply sampling theorem to convert continuous-time signals to discrete-time
signal and reconstruct back
Understand the relationships among the various representations of LTI systems
Understand the Concepts of convolution, correlation, Energy and Power
density spectrum and their relationships
Apply z-transform to analyze discrete-time signals and systems.

NETWORK ANALYSIS
CO1
CO2

Gain the knowledge on basic network elements.
Will analyze the RLC circuits behavior in detailed.

CO3
CO4

Analyze the performance of periodic waveforms.
Gain the knowledge in characteristics of two port network parameters (Z, Y,
ABCD, h & g).
Analyze the filter design concepts in real world applications.

CO5

RANDOM VARIABLES & STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5

Mathematically model the random phenomena and solve simple probabilistic
problems.
Identify different types of random variables and compute statistical averages
of these random variables.
Characterize the random processes in the time and frequency domains.
Analyze the LTI systems with random inputs.
Apply these techniques to analyze the systems in the presence of different
types of noise.

MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

CO

1. The Learner is equipped with the knowledge of estimating the Demand
and demand elasticities for a product and
2. the knowledge of understanding of the Input-Output-Cost relationships
and estimation of the least costcombination of inputs.
3. One is also ready to understand the nature of different markets and Price
Output determination under various market conditions and also to have
the knowledge of different Business Units.
4. The Learner is able to prepare Financial Statements and the usage of
various Accounting tools for Analysis and to evaluate various investment
project proposals with the help of capital budgeting techniques for
decision making.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUITS LAB
CO
Students are able to understand the basic concepts of semiconductor physics,
which are useful to understand the operation of diodes and transistors.
Students are able to explain the operation and characteristics of PN junction
diode and special diodes. Ability to understand operation and design aspects
of rectifiers and regulators. Students are able to understand the characteristics
of various transistor configurations. They become familiar with different
biasing, stabilization and compensation techniques used in transistor circuits.
Students are able to understand the operation and characteristics of FET,
Thyristors, Power IGBTs and Power MOSFETs. Students are able to
understand the merits and demerits of positive and negative feedback and the
role of feedback in oscillators and amplifiers.

NETWORKS & ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY LAB
CO

CO

1. Able to analyse RLC circuits and understand resonant frequency and Qfactor.
2. Able to determine first order RC/RL networks of periodic non- sinusoidal
waveforms.
3. Able to apply network theorems to analyze the electrical network.
4. Able to describe the performance of dc shunt machine.
5. Able to investigate the performance of 1-phase transformer.
6. Able to perform tests on 3-phase induction motor and alternator to
determine their performance characteristic

1.
2.
3.

4.

II Year - II Semester
ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
Design and analysis of small signal high frequency transistor amplifier
using BJT and FET.
Design and analysis of multi stage amplifiers using BJT and FET and
Differential amplifier using BJT
Derive the expressions for frequency of oscillation and condition for
oscillation of RC and LC oscillatorsand their amplitude and frequency
stability concept.
Know the classification of the power and tuned amplifiers and their
analysis with performance comparison.

CONTROL SYSTEMS
CO

1.This course introduces the concepts of feedback and its advantages to various
control systems
2. The performance metrics to design the control system in time-domain and
frequency domain are
introduced.
3. Control systems for various applications can be designed using time-domain
and frequency domain
analysis.
4. In addition to the conventional approach, the state space approach for the
analysis of control systems is also introduced

EM WAVES AND TRANSMISSION LINES
CO

1.Determine E and H using various laws and applications of electric &
magnetic fields

2. Apply the Maxwell equations to analyze the time varying behavior of EM
waves
3. Gain the knowledge in uniform plane wave concept and characteristics of
uniform plane wave in variousmedia
4. Calculate Brewster angle, critical angle and total internal reflection
5. Derive the expressions for input impedance of transmission lines
6. Calculate reflection coefficient, VSWR etc. using smith chart

ANALOG COMMUNICATIONS
CO

1. Differentiate various Analog modulation and demodulation schemes and
their spectral characteristics
2. Analyze noise characteristics of various analog modulation methods
3. Analyze various functional blocks of radiao transmitters and receivers
4. Design simple analog systems for various modulation techniques.

PULSE AND DIGITAL CIRCUITS
CO

CO

1. Design linear and non-linear wave shaping circuits.
2. Apply the fundamental concepts of wave shaping for various switching
and signal generating circuits.
3. Design different multivibrators and time base generators.
4. Utilize the non sinusoidal signals in many experimental research areas.

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
1. After completion of the Course the student will acquire the knowledge on
management functions, global leadership and organizational behavior.
2. *Will familiarize with the concepts of functional management project
management and strategicmanagement.

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS LAB

ANALOG COMMUNICATIONS LAB
CO
1. Gain theknowledge of components of analogue communication system
2. Toanalyze various methods of baseband/band pass
Analoguetransmission and detection.
3. Analyze and allocate performance objectives to components of an
analogue communication system and to design analogue communication
systems.
4. To evaluate the performance of analogue communications in the
presence of noise.

III Year - I Semester

COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE AND ORGANIZATION
CO

1. Students can understand the architecture of modern computer.
2. They can analyze the Performance of a computer using performance
equation
3. Understanding of different instruction types.
4. Students can calculate the effective address of an operand by addressing
modes
5. They can understand how computer stores positive and negative numbers.
6. Understanding of how a computer performs arithmetic operation of
positive and negative numbers.

LINEAR IC APPLICATIONS
CO

1.
2.
3.
4.

Design circuits using operational amplifiers for various applications.
Analyze and design amplifiers and active filters using Op-amp.
Diagnose and trouble-shoot linear electronic circuits.
Understand the gain-bandwidth concept and frequency response of the
amplifier configurations.
5. Understand thoroughly the operational amplifiers with linear integrated
circuits.

DIGITAL IC APPLICATIONS
CO

1. Understand the structure of commercially available digital integrated
circuit families.
2. Learn the IEEE Standard 1076 Hardware Description Language (VHDL).
3. Model complex digital systems at several levels of abstractions,
behavioral,
structural, simulation, synthesis and rapid system
prototyping.
4. Analyze and design basic digital circuits with combinatorial and
sequential logic circuits using VHDL.

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS

CO

1. Determine the performance of different waveform coding techniques for the
generation and digital representation
of the signals.
2. Determine the probability of error for various digital modulation schemes
3. Analyze different source coding techniques
4. Compute and analyze different error control coding schemes for the reliable
transmission of digital information

over the channel.

ANTENNA AND WAVE PROPAGATION
CO
1. Identify basic antenna parameters.
2. Design and analyze wire antennas, loop antennas, reflector antennas,
lens antennas, horn antennas andmicrostrip antennas
3. Quantify the fields radiated by various types of antennas
4. Design and analyze antenna arrays
5. Analyze antenna measurements to assess antenna’s performance
6. Identify the characteristics of radio wave propagation

PULSE & DIGITAL CIRCUITS LAB
CO
1. understand and analyze the responses of first order RC low pass and high
pass filters for standardinputs
2. understand the transfer characteristics of clipping circuits and the
response of clamping circuits forsinusoidal and square wave signals.
3. understand the operation, analysis and design of multivibrators using
BJTs
4. understand the operation of Miller and Bootstrap sweep circuits
5. understand the operation of TTL, ECL,NMOS and CMOS logic families

L IC APPLICATIONS LAB
CO

At the end of the course, the student should be able to:
1. Design oscillators and amplifiers using operational amplifiers.
2. Design filters using Opamp and perform experiment on frequency
response.
3. Analyse the working of PLL and use PLL as frequency multiplier.
4. Design DC power supply using ICs.
5. • Analyse the performance of oscillators and multivibrators using SPICE

DICA LABORATORY
CO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Solve linear system equations
Determine the Eigen values and vectors of a matrix
Identify the power series expansion of a function
Estimate the maxima and minima of multivariable functions
Solve first order ordinary differential equation
Solve higher order linear ordinary differential equation with constant
coefficients.

PROFESSIONAL ETHICSAND HUMAN VALUES
CO

1. *It gives a comprehensive understanding of a variety issues that are
encountered by every professional indischarging professional duties.
2. *It provides the student the sensitivity and global outlook in the
contemporary world to fulfill theprofessional obligations effectively

III Year - II Semester

MICROPROCESSORS AND MICROCONTROLLERS
.
CO
1. Understand the architecture of microprocessor/ microcontroller and
theiroperation.
2. Demonstrate programming skills in assembly language for processors
andControllers.
3. Analyzevarious interfacing techniques and apply them for the design of
processor/Controller basedsystems
MICROWAVE ENGINEERING
CO

1. After going through this course the student will be able to
2. Design different modes in waveguide structures
3. Calculate S-matrix for various waveguide components and splitting the
microwave energy in a desireddirection
4. Distinguish between Microwave tubes and Solid State Devices,
calculation of efficiency of devices.
5. Measure various microwave parameters using a Microwave test bench

VLSI DESIGN
CO

1. Understand the properties of MOS active devices and simple circuits
configured when using them and the reason for such encumbrances as
ratio rules by which circuits can be interconnected in silicon.
2. Know three sets of design rules with which nMOS and CMOS designs
may be fabricated.
3. Understand the scaling factors determining the characteristics and
performance of MOS circuits in silicon.

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
CO

1. Apply the difference equations concept in the anayziation of Discrete time
systems
2. Use the FFT algorithm for solving the DFT of a given signal
3. Design a Digital filter (FIR&IIR) from the given specifications
4. Realize the FIR and IIR structures from the designed digital filter.
5. Use the Multirate Processing concepts in various applications(eg: Design
of phase shifters, Interfacing of igital systems…)
6. Apply the signal processing concepts on DSP Processor

BIO-MEDICAL ENGINEERING
(OPEN ELECTIVE)
CO
1. Understand Java programming concepts and utilize Java Graphical User
Interface inProgram writing.
2. Write, compile, execute and troubleshoot Java programming for
networking concepts.
3. Build Java Application for distributed environment.
4. Design and Develop multi-tier applications.
MICROPROCESSORS AND MICROCONTROLLERS LAB
CO 1: Demonstrateability to handle arithmetic operations using assembly language
programming in TASM and training boards
2 Demonstrateability to handle logical operations using assembly language
programming in TASM
3: Demonstrateability to handle string instructions using assembly language
programming in TASM
4: Demonstrateability to handle sorting operations and using assembly
language programming in TASM
DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS LAB
CO
a. Able to understand basic theories of Digital communication
systemin practical.
b. Able to design an dimplement differen tmodulation and
demodulation techniques
c. Able to analyze
digitalmodulationtechniquesbyusingMATLABtools.
d. Able to identify and describe differen ttechniques in modern digital
communications,in particular insource coding using MATLab
tools..
e. Able to perform channel coding

IV Year - I Semester
RADAR SYSTEMS

CO

1.Derive the radar range equation and to solve some analytical problems.
2. Understand the different types of radars and its applications.
3. Understand the concept of tracking and different tracking techniques.
4. Understand the various components of radar receiver and its performanc.

DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING
CO

1.Perform image manipulations and different digital image processing
techniques
2. Perform basic operations like – Enhancement, segmentation,
compression,Image transforms and restoration
techniques on image.
3. Analyze pseudo and fullcolor image processing techniques.
4. Apply various morphological operators on images

COMPUTER NETWORKS
CO

1.Understand OSI and TCP/IP models
2.Analyze MAC layer protocols and LAN technologies
3 .Design applications using internet protocols
4 .Understand routing and congestion control algorithms
5 .Understand how internet works

OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
CO

1. Choose necessary components required in modern optical
communications systems .
2. Design and build optical fiber experiments in the laboratory, and learn
how to calculate electromagnetic
3. modes in waveguides, the amount of light lost going through an optical
system, dispersion of optical fibers.
4. Use different types of photo detectors and optical test equipment to
analyze optical fiber and light wave
5. systems.
6. Choose the optical cables for better communication with minimum
losses
7. Design, build, and demonstrate optical fiber experiments in the
laboratory.

TELEVISION ENGINEERING
CO

Upon completion of the course, the students will be able to:
Understand TV standards and picture tubes for monochrome TV.
Distinguish between monochrome and colour Television transmitters
and receivers.
4. Analyze and Evaluate the NTSC and PAL colour systems.
1.
2.
3.

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
ELECTIVE – II
CO
1. Understand the basic concepts of an embedded system and able to
know an embedded system design
2. approach to perform a specific function.
3. The hardware components required for an embedded system and the
design approach of an embeddedhardware.
4. The various embedded firmware design approaches on embedded
environment.
5. Understand how to integrate hardware and firmware of an embedded
system using real time operatingsystem.
MICROWAVE ENGINEERING & OPTICAL LAB
CO
1. Perform the characteristics of optical sources and detectors
2. Perform the mode characteristics of single mode and multimode
Optical fiber
3. Perform the characteristics of microwave sources.
4. Build a microwave bench for measuring various parameters.
5. Demonstrate an experiment using microwave bench to measure S
parameters of passive components.
6. Perform characteristics of active and passive components using MIC

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING LABORATORY
CO
1.Developandexperimentcodingfrombasicmathematicaloperationstocomplexoperationslike
DFT and FFT.
2:Visualizetheamplitudeandphasespectrumofthe signal infrequencydomain.
3:SimulateFIR and IIR filter using MATLAB andDSPprocessor
4:Analyzethe finitewordlengtheffect

IV Year - II Semester
CELLULAR AND MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
CO

1.Identify the limitations of conventional mobile telephone systems;
understand the concepts of cellular systems.

2. Understand the frequency management, channel assignment strategies and
antennas in cellular systems.
3. Understand the concepts of handoff and architectures of various cellular
systems.
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS AND INSTRUMENTATION
CO

1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the instrument to be used based on the requirements.
Understand and analyze different signal generators and analyzers.
Understand the design of oscilloscopes for different applications.
Design different transducers for measurement of different parameters..

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
CO 1. Understand the concepts, applications and subsystems of Satellite
communications.
2. Derive the expression for G/T ratio and to solve some analytical problems
on satellite link design.
3. Understand the various types of multiple access techniques and architecture
of earth station design.
4. Understand the concepts of GPS and its architecture.

WIRELESS SENSORS AND NETWORKS
ELECTIVE-III
CO
1. Understand measuring parameters, measuring systems, effects of
environment, characteristics and parameters to be considered for
designing an instrument
2. •Understand different types of sensors/transducers, working principles
,selection procedure, applications of sensing systems
3. •Understand Challenges and applications of sensors and sensor
networks
4. •Select a sensor/sensing system for are quirement
5. •Test, install and collect the data from a group ofsensors.
6. •Derive sensor-based solution for differentapplications

MTECH
EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
I Year I Semester

EMBEDDED SYSTEM DESIGN
1.

CO

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

• Apply processor based embedded system design concepts to develop
an embedded
system.
• Analyze and understand the hardware requirement of an embedded
system
• Implement a device driver
• Design and Test an embedded system using appropriate software
tools and hardware
• Design a processor core based embedded system

Microcontrollers and Programmable Digital Signal Processors
CO

At the end of this course, students will be able to
• Compare and select ARM processor core based SoC with several
features/peripheralsbased on requirements of embedded applications.
3. • Identify and characterize architecture of Programmable DSP
Processors
4. • Develop small applications by utilizing the ARM processor core and
DSP processor basedplatform
1.
2.

Digital Signal and Image Processing
CO

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

• Analyze discrete-time signals and systems in various domains ( i.e
Time, Z and Fourier)
• Design the digital filters (both IIR and FIR) from the given
specifications
• Analyze the quantization effects in digital filters and understand the
basics of image sampling, quantization and image transforms.
• Understand the concepts of image enhancement, image restoration
and image segmentation.
• Know the various methods involved in image compression and
fundamentals in color image processing.

Programming Languages for Embedded Systems
(Elective II)
CO

1.
2.
3.
4.

At the end of this course, students will be able to
• Write an embedded C application of moderate complexity.
• Develop and analyze algorithms in C++.
• Differentiate interpreted languages from compiled languages.

Research Methodology and IPR

CO

At the end of this course, students will be able to
1. • Understand research problem formulation.
2. • Analyze research related information
3. • Follow research ethics
4. • Understand that today‟s world is controlled by Computer,
Information Technology, but
5. tomorrow world will be ruled by ideas, concept, and creativity.
6. • Understanding that when IPR would take such important place in
growth of individuals &
7. nation, it is needless to emphasis the need of information about
Intellectual Property Right to
8. be promoted among students in general & engineering in particular.
9. • Understand that IPR protection provides an incentive to inventors for
further research work
10. and investment in R & D, which leads to creation of new and better
products, and in turn
11. brings about, economic growth and social benefits.hodology and

IPR
EMBEDDED SYSTEM DESIGN LAB
CO

1.Identify the functionality of development boards to implement embedded
applications.
2.Compile bug free assembly or C language programs for microcontrollers to a
required task.
3.Design an electronic circuit for diverse I/O devices used in real time
embedded applications.
4.Develop a product with all sub systems of functional requirements in optimal
hardware and software components.

Microcontrollers and Programmable Digital Signal Processors Lab
CO

At the end of the laboratory work, students will be able to:
1. • Install, configure and utilize tool sets for developing applications
based on ARM processor
2. • Core SoC and DSP processor.
3. • Develop prototype codes using commonly available on and off chip
peripherals on the
4. • Cortex M3 and DSP development boards.

I Year II Semester
DIGITAL SYSTEM DESIGN
CO

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Understand the basic concepts of a Karnaugh Map (“K-map”) for a 2-,
3-, 4-, or 5-variablelogic function and to identify the prime implicates,
essential prime implicates, andnonessential prime implicates of a
function depicted on a K-map.
Perform the minimization of a Boolean function using tabular method,
QM algorithm andCAMP algorithm and determine the Adjacencies,
DA, CSC, SSMs, EPCs and SPCs.
Draw the block diagram of PLA and identify the size of PLA and PLA
design aspects.
Perform the minimization of PLA using IISc algorithm and folding
using COMPACTalgorithm. Can design a digital circuit by steps
involving ASM chart.
Understand the digital system design approaches using CPLDs,
FPGAs and ASICs.Rectify a single fault and multiple faults in
combinational circuits using Path sensitizationmethod, Boolean
difference method and Kohavi algorithm.
Perform fault diagnosis in sequential circuits.

REAL TIME OPERATING SYSTEMS
CO

Upon the completion of the course student will be able to
1. Illustrate real time programming concepts.
2. Apply RTOS functions to implement embedded applications
3. Understand fundamentals of design consideration for embedded
applications

Sensors and Actuators
(ELECTIVE-III)
CO

At the end of the course, students will be able to:
1. explain fundamental physical and technical base of sensors and
actuators
2. describe basic laws and phenomena that define behavior of sensors and
actuators,
3. analyze various premises, approaches, procedures and results related to
sensors andactuators,
4. create analytical design and development solutions for sensors and
actuators,
5. conduct experiments and measurements in laboratory and on real
components, sensors andactuators
6. interpret the acquired data and measured resultsdescribe development
and application of sensors and actuators

Real Time Operating Systems Lab
CO

At the end of this course, students will be able to

1. Understand of contemporary / emerging technology for various processes
and systems.
2. Share knowledge effectively in oral and written form and formulate
documents

DESIGN SYSTEMS DESIGN LAB
CO

At the end of this course, students will be able to
1. Understand of contemporary / emerging technology for various processes
and systems.
2. Share knowledge effectively in oral and written form and formulate
documents

B.TECH - COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING(R16)
COURSE OUTCOMES
I Year - I Semester
ENGLISH - I
CO1 Using English languages, both written and spoken, competently and correctly.
CO2 Improving comprehension and fluency of speech.
CO3 Gaining confidence in using English in verbal situations.
MATHEMATICS-I
CO1 Student will be able to Solve linear differential equations of first, second and
higher order
CO2 Student will be able to Determine Laplace transform and inverse Laplace
transform of various functions and useLaplace transforms to determine
general solution to linear ODE
CO3 Student will be able to Calculate total derivative, Jocobian and minima of
functions of two variables
MATHEMATICS-II (Mathematical Methods)
CO1 Student will be able to Calculate a root of algebraic and transcendental
equations. Explain relation between the finitedifference operators.
CO2 Student will be able to Compute interpolating polynomial for the given data.
CO3 Student will be able to Solve ordinary differential equations numerically using
Euler’s and RK method.
CO4 Student will be able to Find Fourier series and Fourier transforms for certain
functions.
CO5 Student will be able to Identify/classify and solve the different types of partial
differential equation
APPLIED PHYSICS
CO1 Construction and working details of instruments, ie., Interferometer
CO2 Diffractometer and Polarimeter are learnt
CO3 Study EM-fields and semiconductors under the concepts of Quantum
mechanics paves way for their optimal utility

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
CO1 Understand the basic terminology used in computer programming
CO2 Write, compile and debug programs in C language.
CO3 Use different data types in a computer program.
CO4 Design programs involving decision structures, loops and functions.
CO5 Explain the difference between call by value and call by reference
CO6 Understand the dynamics of memory by the use of pointers
CO7 Use different data structures and create/update basic data files.

ENGINEERING DRAWING
CO1 To introduce the use and the application of drawing instruments and to make
the students construct the polygons, curves and various types of scales. The
student will be able to understand the need to enlarge or reduce the size of
objects in representing them.
CO2 To introduce orthographic projections and to project the points and lines
parallel to one plane and inclined to other.
CO3 To make the students draw the projections of the lines inclined to both the
planes.
CO4
To make the students draw the projections of the plane inclined to both the
planes.
CO5
To make the students draw the projections of the various types of solids in
different positions inclined to one of the planes.
CO6 To represent the object in 3D view through isometric views. The student will
be able to represent and convert the isometric view to orthographic view and
vice versa.
ENGLISH - COMMUNICATION SKILLS LAB – I
CO1 A study of the communicative items in the laboratory will help the students
become successful inthe competitive world
APPLIED/ENGINEERING PHYSICS LAB
CO1 Physics lab curriculum gives fundamental understanding of design of an
instrument with targeted accuracy for physical measurements
APPLIED/ENGINEERING PHYSICS - VIRTUAL LABS – ASSIGNMENTS
CO1 Physics Virtual laboratory curriculum in the form of assignment ensures an
engineering graduate to prepare a /technical/mini-project/ experimental report
with scientific temper.
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING LAB
CO1 Apply and practice logical ability to solve the problems.
CO2 Understand C programming development environment, compiling, debugging,
and linking andexecuting a program using the development environment
CO3 Analyzing the complexity of problems, Modularize the problems into small
modules and thenconvert them into programs

CO4 Understand and apply the in-built functions and customized functions for
solving the problems.
CO5 Understand and apply the pointers, memory allocation techniques and use of
files for dealingwith variety of problems
CO6 Document and present the algorithms, flowcharts and programs in form of
user-manuals
CO7 Identification of various computer components, Installation of software

I Year - II Semester
ENGLISH –II
CO1 The lesson underscores that the ultimate aim of Education is to enhance
wisdom. Abdul Kalam's simple life and service to the nation inspires the readers
to follow in his footsteps
CO2 The lesson enables the students to promote peaceful co-existence and
universal harmony among people and society. The Achievements of C V
Raman are inspiring and exemplary to the readers and all scientists
CO3 The lesson imparts the students to manage different cultural shocks due to
globalization. The seminal contributions of Homi Jehangir Bhabha to Indian
nuclear programme provide an aspiration to the readers to serve the nation and
sterngthen it.
CO4 The theme projects society’s need to re examine its traditions when they are
outdated. The Scientific discoveries and inventions of Jagadish Chandra Bose
provide inspiration to the readers to make their own contributions to science and
technology, and strengthen the nation.
CO5 The lesson offers several inputs to protect environment for the sustainability of
the future generations. Prafulla Chandra Ray's scientific achievements and
patriotic fervour provide inspiration to thereader
CO6 Pupil get inspired by eminent personalities who toiled for the present
day advancement ofsoftware development.

MATHEMATICS-III
CO1 Determine rank, Eigenvalues and Eigen vectors of a given matrix and solve
simultaneous linear equations.
CO2 Solve simultaneous linear equations numerically using various matrix methods.
CO3 Determine double integral over a region and triple integral over a volume.
CO4 Calculate gradient of a scalar function, divergence and curl of a vector
function. Determine line, surface and volume integrals. Apply Green, Stokes
and Gauss divergence theorems to calculate line, surface and volume integrals
APPLIED CHEMISTRY
CO1 The advantages and limitations of plastic materials and their use in design
would be understood.
CO2 Fuels which are used commonly and their economics, advantages and
limitations arediscussed.
CO3 Reasons for corrosion and some methods of corrosion control would be
understood. The students would be now aware of materials like nanomaterials and fullerenes and their uses.
CO4 Similarly liquid crystals and superconductors are understood. The importance

CO5
CO6

of green synthesis is well understood and how they are different from
conventional methods is also explained.
Conductance phenomenon is better understood.
The students are exposed to some of the alternative fuels and their advantages
and limitations.

OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING THROUGH C++
CO1 Understand the basic terminology used in computer programming
CO2 Write, compile and debug programs in C language. Use different data types in
a computerprogram.
CO3 Design programs involving decision structures, loops and functions.
CO4 Explain the difference between call by value and call by reference
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
CO1
The natural resources and their importance for the sustenance of the life and
recognize the need to conserve the natural resources
CO2 The concepts of the ecosystem and its function in the environment. The need
for protecting the producers and consumers in various ecosystems and their
role in the food web
CO3 The biodiversity of India and the threats to biodiversity, and conservation
practices to protect the biodiversity
CO4 Various attributes of the pollution and their impacts and measures to reduce or
control thepollution along with waste management practices
CO5 Social issues both rural and urban environment and the possible means to
combat the challenges
CO6 The environmental legislations of India and the first global initiatives towards
sustainabledevelopment.
CO7 About environmental assessment and the stages involved in EIA and the
environmental audit.
CO8 Self Sustaining Green Campus with Environment Friendly aspect of – Energy,
Water andWastewater reuse Plantation, Rain water Harvesting, Parking
Curriculum.
ENIGINEERING MECHANICS
CO1 The students are to be exposed to the concepts of force and friction, direction
and its application
CO2 The students are to be exposed to application of free body diagrams.
Solutionto problems using graphical methods and law of triangle of forces
CO3 The students are to be exposed to concepts of centre of gravity
CO4 The students are to be exposed to concepts of moment of inertia and polar
moment of inertia including transfer methods and their applications
CO5 The students are to be exposed to motion in straight line and in curvilinear
paths, its velocity and acceleration computation and methods of representing
plane motion.
CO6 The students are to be exposed to concepts of work, energy and particle
motion
APPLIED / ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY LABORATORY

CO1

The students entering into the professional course have practically very little
exposure to lab classes. The experiments introduce volumetric analysis; redox
titrations with different indicators; EDTA titrations; then they are exposed to a
few instrumental methods of chemical analysis. Thus at the end of the lab
course, the student is exposed to different methods of chemical analysis and
use of some commonly employed instruments. They thus acquire some
experimental skills

ENGLISH - COMMUNICATION SKILLS LAB- II
CO1 A study of the communicative items in the laboratory will help the
students become successful inthe competitive world.
OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING LAB
CO1 Explain what constitutes an object-oriented approach to
programming and identify potential benefits of object - oriented
programming over other approaches
CO2
Apply an object-oriented approach to developing applications of varying
complexities
II Year - I Semester
STATISTICS WITH R PROGRAMMING
CO1 List motivation for learning a programming language
CO2 Access online resources for R and import new function packages into the R
workspace
CO3 Import, review, manipulate and summarize data-sets in R
CO4 Explore data-sets to create testable hypotheses and identify appropriate
statistical tests
CO5 Perform appropriate statistical tests using R Create and edit visualizations with
MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATION OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
CO1 Student will be able to demonstrate skills in solving mathematical problems
CO2 Student will be able to comprehend mathematical principles and logic
CO3 Student will be able to demonstrate knowledge of mathematical modeling and
proficiency in using mathematical software
CO4 Student will be able to manipulate and analyze data numerically and/or
graphically usingappropriate Software
CO5 Student will be able to communicate effectively mathematical ideas/results
verbally or inwriting
DIGITAL LOGIC DESIGN
CO1 An ability to define different number systems, binary addition and
subtraction, 2’scomplement representation and operations with this
representation
CO2 An ability to understand the different switching algebra theorems and apply
them for logic functions
CO3 An ability to define the Karnaugh map for a few variables and perform an
algorithmicreduction of logic functions

CO4

An ability to define the other minimization methods for any number of
variables, Variable Entered Mapping (VEM) and Quine-MeCluskey (QM)
Techniques and performan algorithmic reduction of logic functions.

PYTHON PROGRAMMING
CO1 Making Software easily right out of the box.
CO2 Experience with an interpreted Language.
CO3 To build software for real needs.
CO4 Prior Introduction to testing software
DATA STRUCTURES THROUGH C++
CO1 Distinguish between procedures and object oriented programming.
CO2 Apply advanced data structure strategies for exploring complex data structures.
CO3 Compare and contrast various data structures and design techniques in the area
ofPerformance.
CO4 Implement data structure algorithms through C++. • Incorporate data structures
into theapplications such as binary search trees, AVL and B Trees
CO5 Implement all data structures like stacks, queues, trees, lists and graphs and
compare theirPerformance and trade offs

COMPUTER GRAPHICS
CO1
Know and be able to describe the general software architecture of programs
that use 3Dcomputer graphics.
CO2 Know and be able to discuss hardware system architecture for computer
graphics. This Includes, but is not limited to: graphics pipeline, frame buffers,
and graphicaccelerators/co-processors.
CO3 Know and be able to select among models for lighting/shading: Color, ambient
light; distant and light with sources; Phong reflection model; and shading (flat,
smooth, Gourand, Phong).
DATASTRUCTURES THROUGH C++ LAB
CO1 Be able to design and analyze the time and space efficiency of the data
structure.
CO2 Be capable to identity the appropriate data structure for given problem
PYTHON PROGRAMMING LAB
CO1 Learn the Running instructions in Interactive interpreter and a Python Script
CO2 Able to write the python program using control flow.
CO3 Able to perform operations on files and functions , Multi-D Lists

II Year – II Semester
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
CO1 Define and develop a software project from requirement gathering to
implementation.

CO2
CO3
CO4

Obtain knowledge about principles and practices of software engineering.
Focus on the fundamentals of modeling a software project.
Obtain knowledge about estimation and maintenance of software systems

JAVA PROGRAMMING
CO1 Understand Java programming concepts and utilize Java Graphical User
Interface inProgram writing.
CO2 Write, compile, execute and troubleshoot Java programming for networking
concepts.
CO3 Build Java Application for distributed environment.
CO4 Design and Develop multi-tier applications.
CO5 Identify and Analyze Enterprise applications.
ADVANCED DATA STRUCTURES
CO1 Be able to understand and apply amortised analysis on data structures,
including binarysearch trees, mergable heaps, and disjoint sets.
CO2 Understand the implementation and complexity analysis of fundamental
algorithms such as RSA, primality testing, max flow, discrete Fourier
transform
CO3 Have an idea of applications of algorithms in a variety of areas, including
linearprogramming and duality, string matching, game-theory
COMPUTER ORGANIZATION
CO1 Students can understand the architecture of modern computer.
CO2 They can analyze the Performance of a computer using performance equation
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Understanding of different instruction types.
Students can calculate the effective address of an operand by addressing modes
They can understand how computer stores positive and negative numbers.
Understanding of how a computer performs arithmetic operation of positive
and negativenumbers

FORMAL LANGUAGE AND AUTOMATA THEORY
CO1 Classify machines by their power to recognize languages,
CO2 Employ finite state machines to solve problems in computing,
CO3 Explain deterministic and non-deterministic machines,
CO4

Comprehend the hierarchy of problems arising in the computer science

PRINCIPLES OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
CO1 Describe syntax and semantics of programming languages
CO2 Explain data, data types, and basic statements of programming languages
CO3 Design and implement subprogram constructs, Apply object - oriented,
concurrency, and event handling programming constructs
CO4 Develop programs in Scheme, ML, and Prolog
CO5 Understand and adopt new programming languages

ADVANCED DATA STRUCTURES LAB
CO1 Implement heap and various tree structure like AVL, Red-black, B and
Segment trees
CO2 Solve the problems such as line segment intersection, convex shell and
Voronoi diagram
JAVA PROGRAMMING LAB
CO1 Student is able to write the Java program using data types.
CO2 Student is able to write the Java Program using Threads, Applets.
CO3 Student is able to write the Java Program using Event handling and Swings.

III Year – I Semester
COMPILER DESIGN
CO1 Acquire knowledge in different phases and passes of Compiler, and specifying
differenttypes of tokens by lexical analyzer, and also able to use the Compiler
tools like LEX, YACC, etc.
CO2 Parser and its types i.e. Top-down and Bottom-up parsers.
CO3 Construction of LL, SLR, CLR and LALR parse table.
CO4 Syntax directed translation, synthesized and inherited attributes.
CO5 Techniques for code optimization.
UNIX PROGRAMMING
CO1 Documentation will demonstrate good organization and readability.
CO2 File processing projects will require data organization, problem solving and
research.
CO3 Scripts and programs will demonstrate simple effective user interfaces.
CO4 Scripts and programs will demonstrate effective use of structured
programming.
CO5 Scripts and programs will be accompanied by printed output demonstrating
completion ofa test plan.
CO6 Testing will demonstrate both black and glass box testing strategies.
CO7 Project work will involve group participation.

OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS & DESIGN USING UML
CO1 Ability to find solutions to the complex problems using object oriented
approach
CO2 Represent classes, responsibilities and states using UML notation
CO3 Identify classes and responsibilities of the problem domain
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
CO1 Describe a relational database and object-oriented database.

CO2

Create, maintain and manipulate a relational database using SQL

CO3

Describe ER model and normalization for database design.

CO4

Examine issues in data storage and query processing and can formulate
appropriatesolutions.
Understand the role and issues in management of data such as efficiency,
privacy,security, ethical responsibility, and strategic advantage.
Design and build database system for a given real world problem

CO5
CO6

OPERATING SYSTEMS
CO1
Design various Scheduling algorithms.
CO2
Apply the principles of concurrency.
CO3
Design deadlock, prevention and avoidance algorithms.
CO4
Compare and contrast various memory management schemes.
CO5
Design and Implement a prototype file systems.
CO6
Perform administrative tasks on Linux Servers
CO7
Introduction to Android Operating System Internals
UNIFIED MODELING LAB
CO1
Understand the Case studies and design the Model.
CO2
Understand how design patterns solve design problems.
CO3
CO4

Develop design solutions using creational patterns.
Construct design solutions by using structural and behavioral patterns

OPERATING SYSEMS AND LINUX PROGRAMMING LAB
CO1
To use Unix utilities and perform basic shell control of the utilities
CO2
To use the Unix file system and file access control.
CO3
To use of an operating system to develop software
CO4
Students will be able to use Linux environment efficiently
CO5
Solve problems using bash for shell scripting
CO6
Will be able to implement algorithms to solve data mining problems using
weka tool
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM LAB
CO1 Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of
databasetechnologies
CO2 Design and implement a database schema for a given problem-domain
CO3 Normalize a database
CO4 Populate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commands.
CO5 Declare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-art
RDBMS
CO6 Programming PL/SQL including stored procedures, stored functions, cursors,
packages.

CO7

Design and build a GUI application using a 4GL

PROFESSIONAL ETHICSAND HUMAN VALUES
CO1 It gives a comprehensive understanding of a variety issues that are
encountered by everyprofessional in discharging professional duties.
CO2 It provides the student the sensitivity and global outlook in the
contemporary world tofulfill the professional obligations effectively
III Year – II Semester
COMPUTER NETWORKS
CO1
Understand OSI and TCP/IP models
CO2
Analyze MAC layer protocols and LAN technologies
CO3

Design applications using internet protocols

CO4
CO5

Understand routing and congestion control algorithms
Understand how internet works

DATA WARE HOUSING AND DATA MINING
CO1
Understand stages in building a Data Warehouse
CO2
Understand the need and importance of preprocessing techniques
CO3
Understand the need and importance of Similarity and dissimilarity techniques
CO4
Analyze and evaluate performance of algorithms for Association Rules.
CO5
Analyze Classification and Clustering algorithms
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS
CO1
Argue the correctness of algorithms using inductive proofs and invariants.
CO2

Analyze worst-case running times of algorithms using asymptotic analysis.

CO3

Describe the divide-and-conquer paradigm and explain when an algorithmic
design situation calls for it. Recite algorithms that employ this paradigm.
Synthesize divide-and- conquer algorithms. Derive and solve recurrences
describing the performance of divide- and-conquer algorithms.
Describe the dynamic-programming paradigm and explain when an
algorithmic design situation calls for it. Recite algorithms that employ this
paradigm. Synthesize dynamic- programming algorithms, and analyze them.
Describe the greedy paradigm and explain when an algorithmic design
situation calls for it. Recite algorithms that employ this paradigm. Synthesize
greedy algorithms, and analyze them

CO4

CO5

SOFTWARE TESTING METHODOLOGIES
CO1
Understand the basic testing procedures.
CO2
Able to support in generating test cases and test suites.
CO3
Able to test the applications manually by applying different testing methods
andautomation tools.
CO4
Apply tools to resolve the problems in Real time environment.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (Open Elective)
CO1
Identify problems that are amenable to solution by AI methods
CO2
Formalize a given problem in the language/framework of different AI
methods (e.g.
CO3
Implement basic AI algorithms (e.g.
CO4
Design and carry out an empirical evaluation of different algorithms on
problem formalization
INTERNET OF THINGS (Open Elective)
CO1
Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the security and ethical issues
of theInternet of Things
CO2
Conceptually identify vulnerabilities, including recent attacks, involving the
Internet ofThings
CO3
Develop critical thinking skills
CO4

Compare and contrast the threat environment based on industry and/or device
type

CYBER SECURITY (Open Elective)
CO1
Cyber Security architecture principles
CO2
Identifying System and application security threats and vulnerabilities
CO3
Identifying different classes of attacks
CO4
Cyber Security incidents to apply appropriate response
CO5
Describing risk management processes and practices
CO6
Evaluation of decision making outcomes of Cyber Security scenarios

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING (Open Elective)
CO1
an ability to apply knowledge of Mathematics, science, and engineering
CO2
an ability to design and conduct experiments and interpret data
CO3
an ability to design a system, component or process to meet desired needs
within realistic constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political,
ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and sustainability
CO4
an ability to function as part of a multi-disciplinary team
EMBEDDED SYSTEMS (Open Elective)
CO1
Understand the basics of an embedded system, Program an embedded system
CO2
Design, implement and test an embedded system
CO3
Identify the unique characteristics of real-time systems, Explain the general
structure of a real-time system
CO4
Define the unique design problems and challenges of real-time systems
ROBOTICS (Open Elective)
CO1
The Student must be able to design automatic manufacturing cells with
robotic controlusing
CO2
The principle behind robotic drive system, end effectors, sensor, machine
vision robotKinematics and programming

NETWORK PROGRAMMING LAB
CO1
Understand and explain the basic concepts of Grid Computing;
CO2
Explain the advantages of using Grid Computing within a given environment;
CO3
Prepare for any upcoming Grid deployments and be able to get started with a
potentiallyavailable Grid setup.
CO4
Discuss some of the enabling technologies e.g. high-speed links and storage
areanetworks.
CO5
Build computer grids.

SOFTWARE TESTING LAB
CO1
Find practical solutions to the problems
CO2
Solve specific problems alone or in teams
CO3
Manage a project from beginning to end
CO4
CO5

Work independently as well as in teams
Define, formulate and analyze a problem

DATA WARE HOUSING AND DATA MINING LAB
CO1 The data mining process and important issues around data cleaning,
pre-processing andintegration.
CO2 The principle algorithms and techniques used in data mining, such as
clustering,association mining, classification and prediction
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND PATENTS
CO1 IPR Laws and patents pave the way for innovative ideas which are
instrumental forinventions to seek Patents
CO2 Student get an insight on Copyrights, Patents and Software patents
which areinstrumental for further advancements
IV Year – I Semester
CRYPTOGRAPHY AND NETWORK SECURITY
CO1 To be familiarity with information security awareness and a clear
understanding ofits importance.
CO2 To master fundamentals of secret and public cryptography
CO3
CO4
CO5

To master protocols for security services
To be familiar with network security threats and countermeasures
To be familiar with network security designs using available secure
solutions (suchasPGP, SSL, IPSec, etc)

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN PATTERNS
CO1
CO2

To understand interrelationships, principles and guidelines governing
architectureand evolution over time.
To understand various architectural styles of software systems.

CO3

To understand design patterns and their underlying object oriented concepts.

CO4
CO5

To understand implementation of design patterns and providing solutions to
realworld software design problems.
To understand patterns with each other and understanding the
consequences ofcombining patterns on the overall quality of a system.

WEB TECHNOLOGIES
CO1 Analyze a web page and identify its elements and attributes.
CO2 Create web pages using XHTML and Cascading Styles sheets.
CO3 Build dynamic web pages.
CO4 Build web applications using PHP.
CO5 Programming through PERL and Ruby
CO6 Can Write simple client-side scripts using AJAX
MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
CO1 The Learner is equipped with the knowledge of estimating the Demand and
demand elasticities for a product and the knowledge of understanding of the
Input-Output-Cost relationships and estimation of the least cost combination of
inputs.
CO2 One is also ready to understand the nature of different markets and Price
Output determination under various market conditions and also to have the
knowledge of different Business Units.
CO3 The Learner is able to prepare Financial Statements and the usage of various
Accounting tools for Analysis and to evaluate various investment project
proposals with the help of capital budgeting techniques for decision making.
BIG DATA ANALYTICS (Elective - 1)
CO1 Preparing for data summarization, query, and analysis.
CO2 Applying data modeling techniques to large data sets
CO3 Creating applications for Big Data analytics
CO4 Building a complete business data analytic solution
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS (Elective - 1)
CO1 Identify basic theories in information retrieval systems
CO2 Identify the analysis tools as they apply to information retrieval systems
CO3 Understands the problems solved in current IR systems
CO4 Describes the advantages of current IR systems
CO5 Understand the difficulty of representing and retrieving documents.
CO6 Understand the latest technologies for linking, describing and searching the
web.
MOBILE COMPUTING (Elective - 1)
CO1 Able to think and develop new mobile application.
CO2 Able to take any new technical issue related to this new paradigm and come
up with asolution(s).
CO3 Able to develop new ad hoc network applications and/or algorithms/protocols.
CO4 Able to understand & develop any existing or new protocol related
to mobile environment

CLOUD COMPUTING (Elective - 2)
CO1 Understanding the key dimensions of the challenge of Cloud Computing
CO2 Assessment of the economics , financial, and technological implications
for selectingcloud computing for own organization
CO3 Assessing the financial, technological, and organizational capacity of
employer’s foractively initiating and installing cloud-based applications.
CO4 Assessment of own organizations’ needs for capacity building and
training in cloudcomputing-related IT areas
SOFTWARE PROJECT MANAGEMENT (Elective - 2)
CO1 To match organizational needs to the most effective software development
model
CO2 To understand the basic concepts and issues of software project management
CO3 To effectively Planning the software projects
CO4 To implement the project plans through managing people, communications and
change
CO5 To select and employ mechanisms for tracking the software projects
CO6 To conduct activities necessary to successfully complete and close the
Software projects
CO7 To develop the skills for tracking and controlling software deliverables
CO8 To create project plans that address real-world management challenges
SCRIPTING LANGUAGES (Elective - 2)
CO1 To master the theory behind scripting and its relationship to classic
programming.
CO2 To survey many of the modern and way cool language features that show up
frequently inscripting languages.
CO3 To gain some fluency programming in Ruby, JavaScript, Perl, Python, and
relatedlanguages.
CO4 To design and implement one's own scripting language
SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN PATTERNS LAB
CO1

Students can do the project consists of the design and implementation of the
software architecture of a Weather Mapping System (WMS). Implementation
will take place both in Java and C++

WEB TECHNOLOGIES LAB
CO1 Students will be able to develop static web sites using XHTML and Java
Scripts
CO2 To implement XML and XSLT for web applications
CO3 Develop Dynamic web content using Java Servlets and JSP
CO4 To develop JDBC connections and implement a complete Dynamic web
application
IV Year – II Semester

DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
CO1 Develop a familiarity with distributed file systems.
CO2 Describe important characteristics of distributed systems and the salient
architecturalfeatures of such systems.
CO3 Describe the features and applications of important standard protocols
which are used indistributed systems.
CO4 Gaining practical experience of inter-process communication in a distributed
environment
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
CO1 After completion of the Course the student will acquire the knowledge on
managementfunctions, global leadership and organizational behavior.
CO2 Will familiarize with the concepts of functional management project
management andstrategic management.
MACHINE LEARNING
CO1 Recognize the characteristics of machine learning that make it useful to realworld Problems.
CO2 Characterize machine learning algorithms as supervised, semi-supervised, and
Unsupervised.
CO3 Have heard of a few machine learning toolboxes.
CO4 Be able to use support vector machines.
CO5 Be able to use regularized regression algorithms.
CO6 Understand the concept behind neural networks for learning non-linear
functions.
CONCURRENT AND PARALLEL PROGRAMMING (Elective - 3)
CO1 Understanding improvement of CPP concepts presented
CO2 The number of reinforcement–exercises assigned
CO3 The time required for the resolution of exercises
CO4 Compliance level with the new model of theoretical teaching
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (Elective-3)
CO1 This course has been designed to offer as a graduate-level/ final year
undergraduate level elective subject to the students of any branch of
engineering/ science, having basic foundations of matrix algebra, calculus and
preferably (not essential) with a basic knowledge of optimization.
CO2 Students and researchers desirous of working on pattern recognition and
classification, regression and interpolation from sparse observations; control
and optimization are expected to find this course useful. The course covers
theories and usage of artificial neural networks (ANN) for problems
pertaining to classification (supervised/ unsupervised) and regression
CO3 The course starts with some mathematical foundations and the structures of
artificial neurons, which mimics biological neurons in a grossly scaled down
version. It offers mathematical basis of learning mechanisms through ANN.
The course introduces perceptrons, discusses its capabilities and limitations as
a pattern classifier and later develops concepts of multilayer perceptrons with
back propagation learning.

OPERATION RESEARCH (Elective - 3)
CO1 Methodology of Operations Research.
CO2 Linear programming: solving methods, duality, and sensitivity analysis.
CO3
CO4
CO5
C06
C07

Integer Programming.
Network flows.
Multi-criteria decision techniques.
Decision making under uncertainty and risk.
Game theory. Dynamic programming.

M.TECH – COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
I Year – I SEMESTER
Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science
CO1 To apply the basic rules and theorems of probability theory such as Baye’s
Theorem, to determine probabilities that help to solve engineering problems
and to determine the expectation and variance ofa random variable from its
distribution.
CO2 Able to perform and analyze of sampling, means, proportions, variances and
estimates the maximumlikelihood based on population parameters.
CO3 To learn how to formulate and test hypotheses about sample means, variances
and proportions and todraw conclusions based on the results of statistical tests.
CO4 Design various ciphers using number theory.
CO5 Apply graph theory for real time problems like network routing problem.
Advanced Data Structures & Algorithms
CO1 Ability to write and analyze algorithms for algorithm correctness and
efficiency
CO2 Master a variety of advanced abstract data type (ADT) and data structures and
theirImplementation
CO3 Demonstrate various searching, sorting and hash techniques and be able to
apply and solveproblems of real life
CO4 Design and implement variety of data structures including linked lists, binary
trees, heaps, graphsand search trees
CO5 Ability to compare various search trees and find solutions for IT related
problems
Big Data Analytics- Program Elective-1
CO1 Illustrate on big data and its use cases from selected business domains.
CO2 Interpret and summarize on No SQL, Cassandra
CO3 Analyze the HADOOP and Map Reduce technologies associated with big
data analytics andexplore on Big Data applications Using Hive.
CO4 Make use of Apache Spark, RDDs etc. to work with datasets.
CO5 Assess real time processing with Spark Streaming.
Digital Image Processing - Program Elective-1

CO1
CO2

Demonstrate the components of image processing
Explain various filtration techniques.

CO3

Apply image compression techniques.

CO4
CO5

Discuss the concepts of wavelet transforms.
Analyze the concept of morphological image processing.

Advanced Operating Systems - Program Elective-1
CO1 Illustrate on the fundamental concepts of distributed operating systems, its
architecture anddistributed mutual exclusion.
CO2 Analyze on deadlock detection algorithms and agreement protocols.
CO3 Make use of algorithms for implementing DSM and its scheduling.
CO4
CO5

Apply protection and security in distributed operating systems.
Elaborate on concurrency control mechanisms in distributed database systems

Advanced Computer Networks - Program Elective-2
CO1 Illustrate reference models with layers, protocols and interfaces.
CO2 Describe the routing algorithms, Sub netting and Addressing of IP V4and
IPV6.
CO3 Describe and Analysis of basic protocols of computer networks, and how they
can be used to assist innetwork design and implementation.
CO4 Describe the concepts Wireless LANS, WIMAX, IEEE 802.11, Cellular
telephony and Satellitenetworks
CO5 Describe the emerging trends in networks-MANETS and WSN

Internet of Things - Program Elective-2
CO1 Summarize on the term 'internet of things' in different contexts.
CO2 Analyze various protocols for IoT.
CO3 Design a PoC of an IoT system using Rasperry Pi/Arduino
CO4 Apply data analytics and use cloud offerings related to IoT.
CO5 Analyze applications of IoT in real time scenario

Object Oriented Software Engineering - Program Elective-2
CO1 Apply the Object Oriented Software-Development Process to design software
CO2 Analyze and Specify software requirements through a SRS documents.
CO3 Design and Plan software solutions to problems using an object-oriented
strategy.
CO4 Model the object oriented software systems using Unified Modeling Language
(UML)
CO5 Estimate the cost of constructing object oriented software.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND IPR
CO1 Student able to understand Characteristics of a good research problem

CO2

Student able to write the research proposal

CO3

Students able to understand Patents, Designs, Trade and Copyrights.
Student is able to understand Patent Rights.
Student is able to do the Case Studies

CO4
CO5

Advanced Data Structures & Algorithms Lab
CO1 Identify classes, objects, members of a class and relationships among them
needed for a specificproblem.
CO2 Examine algorithms performance using Prior analysis and asymptotic
notations.
CO3 Organize and apply to solve the complex problems using advanced data
structures (like arrays,stacks, queues, linked lists, graphs and trees.)
CO4 Apply and analyze functions of Dictionary

Advanced Computing Lab
CO1 The student should have hands on experience in using various sensors like
temperature, humidity, smoke, light, etc. and should be able to use control web
camera, network, and relays connected to the Pi.
CO2 Development and use of s IoT technology in Societal and Industrial
Applications.
CO3 Skills to undertake high quality academic and industrial research in Sensors
and IoT.
CO4 To classify Real World IoT Design Constraints, Industrial Automation in IoT.

I Year - II Semester
MACHINE LEARNING
CO1 Domain Knowledge for Productive use of Machine Learning and Diversity of
Data.Demonstrate on Supervised and Computational Learning
CO2 Analyze on Statistics in learning techniques and Logistic Regression Illustrate
on Support Vector Machines and Perceptron Algorithm
CO3 Design a Multilayer Perceptron Networks and classification of decision tree
CO4 Domain Knowledge for Productive use of Machine Learning and Diversity of
Data.Demonstrate on Supervised and Computational Learning
CO5 Analyze on Statistics in learning techniques and Logistic Regression Illustrate
on Support Vector Machines and Perceptron Algorithm
MEAN Stack Technologies
CO1 After the completion of the course, student will be able to
CO2 Identify the Basic Concepts of Web & Markup Languages.
CO3 Develop web Applications using Scripting Languages & Frameworks.
CO4 Make use of Express JS and Node JS frameworks
CO5 Illustrate the uses of web services concepts like restful, react js.
Adapt to Deployment Techniques & Working with cloud platform.

Advanced Databases and Mining - Program Elective-3

CO1
CO2

Analyze on normalization techniques.
Elaborate on concurrency control techniques and query optimization.

CO3

Summarize the concepts of data mining, data warehousing and data
preprocessing strategies.
Apply data mining algorithms.
Assess various classification & cluster techniques

CO4
CO5

Ad Hoc & Sensor Networks - Program Elective-3
CO1 Explain the Fundamental Concepts and applications of ad hoc and wireless
sensor networks
CO2 Discuss the MAC protocol issues of ad hoc networks
CO3 Enumerate the concept of routing protocols for ad hoc wireless networks with
respect to TCP designissues
CO4 Analyze & Specify the concepts of network architecture and MAC layer
protocol for WSN
CO5 Discuss the WSN routing issues by considering QoS measurements

Soft Computing - Program Elective-3
CO1 Elaborate fuzzy logic and reasoning to handle uncertainty in engineering
problems.
CO2 Make use of genetic algorithms to combinatorial optimization problems.
CO3 Distinguish artificial intelligence techniques, including search heuristics,
knowledge representation,planning and reasoning.
CO4 Formulate and apply the principles of self-adopting and self organizing neuro
fuzzy inferencesystems.
CO5 Evaluate and compare solutions by various soft computing approaches for a
given problem
Cloud Computing - Program Elective-4
CO1 Interpret the key dimensions of the challenge of Cloud Computing.
CO2 Examine the economics, financial, and technological implications for selecting
cloud computing forown organization.
CO3 Assessing the financial, technological, and organizational capacity of
employer’s for activelyinitiating and installing cloud-based applications.
CO4 Evaluate own organizations’ needs for capacity building and training in cloud
computing-related ITareas.
CO5 To Illustrate Virtualization for Data-Center Automation.

Principles of Computer Security - Program Elective-4
CO1 Describe the key security requirements of confidentiality
CO2 Explain the basic operation of symmetric block encryption algorithms
CO3

Discuss the issues involved and the approaches for user
authentication and explain how access control fits into the broader
context that includes authentication
CO4 Explain the basic concept of a denial-of-service attack
CO5 List the steps used to secure the base operating system
High Performance Computing - Program Elective-4

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5

Design, formulate, solve and implement high performance versions of standard
single threadedalgorithms.
Demonstrate the architectural features in the GPU and MIC hardware
accelerators.
Design programs to extract maximum performance in a multicore, shared
memory executionenvironment processor.
Analyze Symmetric and Distributed architectures.
Develop and deploy large scale parallel programs on tightly coupled parallel
systems using themessage passing paradigm

Machine Learning with Python Lab
CO1 Implement procedures for the machine learning algorithms
CO2 Design Python programs for various Learning algorithms
CO3 Apply appropriate data sets to the Machine Learning algorithms
CO4

Identify and apply Machine Learning algorithms to solve real world problems

MEAN Stack Technologies Lab
CO1 Identify the Basic Concepts of Web & Markup Languages.
CO2 Develop web Applications using Scripting Languages & Frameworks.
CO3 Creating & Running Applications using JSP libraries.
CO4 Creating Our First Controller Working with and Displaying in Angular Js and
Nested Forms with ng-form.
CO5 Working with the Files in React JS and Constructing Elements with Data.

II Year - I Semester
Deep Learning - Program Elective-5
CO1 Demonstrate the basic concepts fundamental learning techniques and layers.
CO2 Discuss the Neural Network training, various random models.
CO3 Explain different types of deep learning network models.
CO4 Classify the Probabilistic Neural Networks.
CO5 Implement tools on Deep Learning techniques

Social Network Analysis - Program Elective-5
CO1 After the completion of the course, student will be able to
CO2 Demonstrate social network analysis and measures.
CO3 Analyze random graph models and navigate social networks data
CO4 Apply the network topology and Visualization tools.
CO5 Analyze the experiment with small world models and clustering models.
Compare the application driven virtual communities from social network
Structure
DISSERTATION PHASE – I AND PHASE – II
CO1 Ability to synthesize knowledge and skills previously gained and applied to
an in-depth studyand execution of new technical problem.
CO2 Capable to select from different methodologies, methods and forms of

analysis to produce asuitable research design, and justify their design.
CO3

Ability to present the findings of their technical solution in a written report.

CO4

Presenting the work in International/ National conference or reputed journals.

B.TECH – AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
COURSE OUTCOMES
IYear-I Semester
ENGLISH-I
CO1 UsingEnglishlanguages, bothwrittenandspoken, competentlyandcorrectly.
CO2 Improvingcomprehensionand fluencyofspeech.
CO3 Gainingconfidencein usingEnglishin verbalsituations.
MATHEMATICS-I
CO1 Studentwillbeableto Solvelineardifferentialequationsoffirst,secondandhigherorder
CO2 Studentwillbeableto
DetermineLaplacetransformandinverseLaplacetransformofvariousfunctionsanduseLaplacetransforms
to determine general solution tolinearODE
CO3 Studentwillbeableto Calculatetotalderivative,Jocobianandminimaoffunctionsoftwovariables
MATHEMATICS-II (Mathematical Methods)
CO1 Studentwillbeableto Calculate a root of algebraic and transcendental equations.
Explain relation between the finitedifferenceoperators.
CO2 Studentwillbeableto Computeinterpolatingpolynomialforthe givendata.
CO3 Studentwillbeableto
Solveordinarydifferential
equationsnumericallyusingEuler’sand RKmethod.
CO4 Studentwillbeableto
FindFourierseriesand
Fouriertransformsfor
certainfunctions.
CO5 Studentwillbeableto
Identify/classifyandsolvethedifferenttypesofpartialdifferentialequation
ENGINEERINGPHYSICS
CO1 Construction and working details of instruments, ie., Interferometer
CO2 DiffractometerandPolarimeterarelearnt
CO3 StudyEM-fieldsandsemiconductorsundertheconceptsofQuantummechanics
paves wayfor their optimal utility
ENVIRONMENTALSTUDIES
CO1
The natural resources and their importance for the sustenance of the lifeand
recognizetheneed to conservethenatural resources
CO2
Theconceptsoftheecosystemanditsfunctionintheenvironment.Theneedforprotecting
the producers and consumers in various ecosystems and their role in the foodweb
CO3
The biodiversity of India and the threats to biodiversity, and conservation
practices toprotect thebiodiversity
CO4
Various attributes of the pollution and their impacts and measures to reduce or
control thepollutionalongwith wastemanagement practices
CO5
Social issues both rural and urban environment and the possible means to combat
thechallenges
CO6
The environmental legislations of India and the first global initiatives towards
sustainabledevelopment.
CO7
About environmental assessment and the stages involved in EIA and the
environmentalaudit.
CO8
Self-Sustaining Green Campus with Environment Friendly aspect of – Energy,

Water andWastewaterreusePlantation, RainwaterHarvesting,ParkingCurriculum.
ENGINEERINGDRAWING
CO1 To introduce the use and the application of drawing instruments and to make
the studentsconstruct the polygons, curves and various types of scales.The
student will be able tounderstandtheneed to enlargeorreducethesizeofobjects
inrepresentingthem.
CO2 To introduce orthographic projections and to project the points and lines
parallel to oneplaneand inclined to other.
CO3 Tomakethestudentsdrawtheprojections ofthelinesinclined toboth theplanes.
CO4 Tomakethestudentsdrawtheprojections oftheplaneinclined toboth theplanes.
CO5 To make the students draw the projections of the various types of solids in
differentpositionsinclined to oneoftheplanes.
CO6 To represent the object in 3D view through isometric views.The student will be
able torepresentand converttheisometricviewto orthographicviewand viceversa.
ENGLISH-COMMUNICATIONSKILLSLAB–I
CO1 A study of the communicative items in the laboratory will help the students
become successful inthecompetitiveworld
APPLIED/ENGINEERINGPHYSICSLAB
CO1 Physics lab curriculum gives fundamental understanding of design of
aninstrumentwithtargetedaccuracyforphysicalmeasurements
APPLIED/ENGINEERINGPHYSICS-VIRTUALLABS– ASSIGNMENTS
CO1 Physics Virtual laboratory curriculum in the form of assignment ensures
anengineering graduate to prepare a /technical/mini-project/ experimental
reportwithscientifictemper.
ENGINEERING WORKSHOP & IT WORKSHOP
CO1 Physics Virtual laboratory curriculum in the form of assignment ensures
anengineering graduate to prepare a /technical/mini-project/ experimental
reportwithscientifictemper.
COMPUTERPROGRAMMINGLAB
CO Applyand practicelogical abilityto solvetheproblems.
1
CO UnderstandCprogrammingdevelopmentenvironment,compiling,debugging,andlinkingandexecutingapr
2
ogram usingthedevelopment environment
CO Analyzingthecomplexityofproblems,Modularizetheproblemsintosmallmodulesandthenconvertthem
3
into programs
CO Understandandapplythein-builtfunctionsandcustomizedfunctions forsolvingtheproblems.
4
CO Understandandapplythepointers,memoryallocationtechniquesanduseoffilesfordealingwithvarietyofprob
5
lems
CO Documentandpresentthealgorithms,flowchartsandprogramsinformofuser-manuals
6
CO Identificationofvariouscomputercomponents, Installationofsoftware
7
IYear-IISemester
ENGLISH–II
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ThelessonunderscoresthattheultimateaimofEducationis
toenhance
AbdulKalam'ssimplelifeandserviceto thenationinspires thereadersto followinhisfootsteps

wisdom.

Thelessonenablesthestudentstopromotepeacefulco-existenceanduniversalharmonyamongpeopleand
society. TheAchievementsofCVRaman areinspiring andexemplarytothereaders andall scientists
Thelessonimpartsthestudentstomanagedifferentculturalshocksduetoglobalization.
The
seminal
contributions of HomiJehangirBhabha to Indian nuclear programme provide anaspirationto thereaders
to servethenationand sterngthen it.
Thethemeprojectssociety’sneedto
re
examineitstraditionswhentheyareoutdated.
TheScientificdiscoveriesandinventionsofJagadishChandraBoseprovideinspirationtothereaderstomakethei
rowncontributionstoscienceandtechnology,andstrengthenthenation.
Thelessonoffersseveralinputstoprotectenvironmentforthesustainability
ofthefuturegenerations.
PrafullaChandraRay'sscientificachievementsandpatrioticfervourprovideinspirationtothereader
Pupilgetinspiredbyeminentpersonalitieswhotoiledforthepresentdayadvancementofsoftwaredevelopment.

MATHEMATICS-III
CO1 Determine
rank, Eigenvalues
and Eigen vectors of
a
given matrix
and
solvesimultaneouslinearequations.
CO2 Solvesimultaneouslinearequationsnumericallyusingvarious matrixmethods.
CO3 Determinedoubleintegraloveraregionandtriple integralover avolume.
CO4 Calculate gradient of a scalar function, divergence and curl of a vector
function.Determineline,surfaceandvolumeintegrals.ApplyGreen,StokesandGaussdivergencetheorems
to calculateline, surfaceandvolumeintegrals
ENGINEERINGCHEMISTRY
CO1
The advantages and limitations of plastic materials and their use in design
would beunderstood.
CO2
Fuels which are used commonly and their economics, advantages and
limitations arediscussed.
CO3
Reasons for corrosion and some methods of corrosion control would be
understood.The students would be now aware of materials like nanomaterials and fullerenes and their uses.
CO4
Similarly liquid crystals and superconductors are understood. The importance
of green synthesisis well understood and how they are different from
conventional methods is also explained.
CO5
Conductancephenomenonisbetterunderstood.
CO6
Thestudentsareexposedtosomeofthealternativefuels and theiradvantagesand
limitations.
ENIGINEERINGMECHANICS
CO1
The students are to be exposed to the concepts of force and friction,
directionandits application
CO2
Thestudentsaretobeexposedtoapplicationoffreebodydiagrams.Solutiontoproblems
usinggraphical methods andlawoftriangleofforces
CO3
Thestudentsaretobeexposedtoconceptsof centreofgravity
CO4
The students are to be exposed to concepts ofmoment of inertia and
polarmomentofinertiaincluding transfermethodsand theirapplications
CO5
The students are to be exposed to motion in straight line and in curvilinearpaths,
its velocity and acceleration computation and methods of representing plane
motion.

CO6

The students are to be exposed to concepts of work, energy and particle motion

PRINCIPLES OF SOIL SCIENCE AND AGRONOMY
CO1 Understand the soil formation
CO2 Understand the physical properties of soil
CO3 Understand the chemical and biological properties of soil and different
problems of soil
CO4 Study about irrigation water and soil taxonomy and understand the meaning,
classification, scope and history of agronomy along with the classification of
crops and crop seasons based on meteorology
CO5 Understand the land preparation processes along with intercultural operations,
soil conservation and sustainable agriculture
COMPUTERPROGRAMMING
CO1 Understandthebasicterminologyusedin computerprogramming
CO2 Write,compileand debugprograms inC language.
CO3 Usedifferentdatatypesin acomputerprogram.
CO4 Designprogramsinvolvingdecisionstructures,loopsandfunctions.
CO5 Explainthedifference between call byvalueandcallbyreference
CO6 Understand thedynamics ofmemorybytheuseofpointers
CO7 Usedifferentdatastructuresandcreate/updatebasicdatafiles.

APPLIED/ENGINEERINGCHEMISTRYLABORATORY
CO1
Thestudentsenteringintotheprofessionalcoursehavepracticallyverylittleexposure
to lab classes. The experiments introduce volumetric analysis; redox titrations
withdifferent indicators; EDTA titrations; then they are exposed to a few
instrumental methods ofchemical analysis. Thus at the end of the lab course,
the student is exposed to different methodsof chemical analysis and use of
some
commonly
employed
instruments.
They
thus
acquire
someexperimentalskills
ENGLISH - COMMUNICATION SKILLS LAB-II
CO1
A study of the communicative items in the laboratory will help the
students become successful inthecompetitiveworld.
COMPUTERPROGRAMMINGLAB
CO Applyand practicelogical abilityto solvetheproblems.
1
CO UnderstandCprogrammingdevelopmentenvironment,compiling,debugging,andlinkingandexecutingapr
2
ogram usingthedevelopment environment
CO Analyzingthecomplexityofproblems,Modularizetheproblemsintosmallmodulesandthenconvertthem
3
into programs
CO Understandandapplythein-builtfunctionsandcustomizedfunctions forsolvingtheproblems.
4
CO Understandandapplythepointers,memoryallocationtechniquesanduseoffilesfordealingwithvarietyofprob
5
lems
CO Documentandpresentthealgorithms,flowchartsandprogramsinformofuser-manuals
6
CO Identificationofvariouscomputercomponents, Installationofsoftware
7

IIYear-ISemester
FLUID MECHANICS AND OPEN CHANNEL HYDRAULICS
CO1
Skill development on basic of Manometers and mechanical gauges. Knowledge
development on Total Pressure and Centre Of Pressure for Submerged
surfaces.
CO2
Knowledge development on boundary layers, Bernoulli's theorem applications
- Venturimeter, Orificemeter and pitot tube.
CO3
Got knowledge on Metacentric height, Notches, mouthpieces and orifice.
Knowledge development on orifice emptying a tank.
CO4
Skill development on fluid flow through pipes of various types. Got knowledge
on open channels.
CO5
Acquaintance of skill on hydraulic jump & its types. Gained knowledge on
most economical channels.
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
CO1
Study the principles of Solar radiation, role and potential of renewable sources
CO2
Study the Solar energy storage methods and its applications and about wind
energy sources
CO3
Understanding the principles of Bio-conversion and Biogas system and
components
CO4
Understanding the Geothermal energy resources and methods of harnessing it
CO5
Principles of Ocean energy- tidal and wave energy and OTEC Plant
CO6
Study of direct energy conversion: carnot cycle, thermo electric generator,
MHD generator
GROUND WATER HYDROLOGY, WELLS AND PUMPS
CO1
Study the Water resource status in India and about aquifers and its types
CO2
Study the Wells classification and its development
CO3
Understanding characteristics of wells and determination of aquifer parameters
CO4
Groundwater potential and artificial recharge ; classification of pumps and
water lifts
CO5
Study about Centrifugal pumps and its working mechanism and components
CO6
Understanding different Types of pumps working and their cost economics
PROPERTIES OF STRENGTH OF MATERIALS
CO1
Skill development on basic properties of engineering materials and their uses,
testing of materials.
CO2
Knowledge development on properties and application of difference of
concrete, varieties, distempers, glass, rubber and plywood, plastics, iron based
materials, alloys etc.
CO3
Development of skill on stress – strain analysis of beams under different types
of loading patterns.
CO4
Acquaintance of skill on Euler’s theory and buckling load, analysis on columns
& different types of columns.
CO5
Skill development on different types of joints (Riveting), welding analysis
cantilever, fixed, continuous beams, theory of moments and their analysis.
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
CO1
To predetermine the performance of single phase transformers with equivalent
circuit models
CO2
Understand the construction, principle of operation and performance of DC
machines

CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Learn the characteristics, performance, methods of speed control and testing
methods of DC machines
Understand the indication motor principles, characteristics and their
contruction
Understand the methods of testing of single-phase transformer
Understand the power measurement and management in 3 supplies, starter

SURVEYING
CO1

CO5

Understanding the concept of surveying, different equipment which are used in
laboratory and computation of bearings
CO2
Understanding over the concept of levelling and contouring, calculation of
reduced levels.
CO3
Understanding the computation of areas and volumes along regular and
irregular boundaries, capacity of reservoir
Understanding the concept of theodolite and the measurement of horizontal
and vertical angles.
Understanding the tachometry, methods and types of curves.

CO6

Understanding the modern methods of advanced surveying.

CO4

FLUID MECHANICS AND OPEN CHANNEL HYDRAULICS LAB
CO1
Skill development on basic of manometers and mechanical gauges. Knowledge
development on total pressure and center of pressure for submerged surfaces
CO2
Knowledge development on boundary layers, Bernoulli’s thermo applicationventurimeter, orifice meter, pitot tube.
CO3
Understanding the metacentric height, notches, mouth piece and orifice.
Knowledge development on orifice emptying the tank
CO4
Skill development on fluid flow through pipes of various types and knowledge
on open channels.
CO5
Understand the hydraulic jump and its types and gaining knowledge on most
economic channels.
SURVEYINGLAB
CO1
To determine the area of a site by using different surveying methods using
surveying equipment – chain, tapes, ranging rods, staff, arrow, tripod, compass
etc. and measurement of trigonometric levelling and usage of total station

IIYear–IISemester
THEORY OF STRUCTURES
CO1
Work on different types of design philosophies
CO2
Carry out analysis and design flexural members and detailing
CO3
Design structures subjected to shear, bond
CO4
Design structures subjected to torsion
CO5
Design different types compression members
CO6
Design different types of footings
HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER
CO1
Explain about real time applications of solid medium heat transfer
CO2
CO3

Explain about real time applications of fluid medium heat transfer
Express the knowledge of design skills of heat exchangers

CO4

Illustrate the real time applications of radiation mode of heat transfer (no
media)

CO5

Relate the skills of mass transfer and its applications

THEORY OF MACHINES
CO1
To make the student conversant with commonly used mechanism for
industrial application
CO2
An exposure to develop competency in drawing velocity and acceleration
diagram for simple and complex mechanism
CO3
Student will know fundamentals of friction and wear
CO4
Understanding the fundamentals of belt operation
CO5
To measure the power transmitted and absorbed by dynamometer and brakes
respectively
CO6
Student can develop competency in conducting laboratory experiments for
finding moment of inertia of rigid bodies
SOIL MECHANICS
CO1
To understand the basics of soil mechanics and different types of soil
classification systems.
CO2
To understand the concept of vertical stress by using bossiness’s and
westergaards solution under different shapes of areas
CO3
To understand the concept of shear strength, Mohr’s circle and different
laboratory shear test.
CO4
To have the knowledge over the compaction of soils, laboratory and field
compaction methods and field compaction control.
CO5
To understand the concept of consolidation,terzaghi one dimensional
consolidation theory
CO6
To understand the concept of earth pressure different earth pressure theory and
the stability of slopes
SURFACE WATER HYDROLOGY
CO1
Understand the concept of hydrological cycle and its components and rainfall
measurement methods
CO2
Understand the concept of runoff and stream characteristics and their
measurement
CO3
Measurement of stage and velocities and determination of rainfall – runoff
relations, peak runoff rate
CO4
Understand the concept of flood hydrograph, unit hydrograph and
characteristics of storms effecting hydrographs
CO5
Understand the concept of unit hydrograph for different durations and methods
involved
CO6
Flood routing and its types, land and watershed management
FARM POWER AND TRACTOR SYSTEMS
CO1
Farm power, energy sources, tractor and IC engines
CO2
Working of different systems of IC engine and their working principles
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Types, working mechanism and construction details of clutch and gear box
Brake mechanism and steering systems
Tractor power outlets and traction methods
Tractor testing, power take off and tractor chassis

SOIL SCIENCE AND AGRONOMY FIELD LAB
CO1
Study of soil profile and its different properties such as bulk density, particle
density, structure, pH, EC, hydraulic conductivity, soil strength, soil color, P &

K contents etc.
MACHINE DRAWING AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS LAB
CO1
Represent various machine components conventionally on engineering
drawing, read and interpret various symbols and conventions placed on
machine drawing. Get deep insight of limits, fits, tolerances and geometric
tolerances
III Year–ISemester
THERMODYNAMICS AND REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS
CO1
Understand the principles of conduction, convention and radiation
CO2
Understand the principle of various refrigeration cycles
CO3
CO4
CO5

Understand the refrigeration, refrigerant properties and analyze the design of
refrigeration systems
Understand the principles of psychometric processes and air conditioning
Analyze the principle and operation of cold storage plant

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION ENGINEERING
CO1
Understand the types of erosions and their classification, calculation of soil
loss by using universal soil loss equations.
CO2
Understand the wind erosion and their factors, Knowledge development on
vegetative and mechanical measures of wind erosion.
CO3
Understand the runoff and skill development on how to calculate the runoff by
using curve and rational method.
CO4
Knowledge development on design of temporary and permanent erosion
control structures (contour, graded binds and terraces).
CO5
Skill development on how to design vegetative water ways and understand the
sediment depositions in reservoirs.
CO6
Understand the water harvesting and knowledge development on water
harvesting techniques.

AGRICULTURAL PROCESS ENGINEERING
CO1
Understand the importance of crop processing and their principles, methods of
food processing.
CO2
Knowledge development on mixing equipment, calculation of mixing index for
different types of food materials.
CO3
Knowledge development on aerodynamic properties of agricultural products.
By understand these properties so many types of separator are used for
processing of agricultural products.
CO4
knowledge development on moisture content and drying of agricultural
products
CO5
Understand the concept of rice milling, skill development on how to increase
the head rice by using parboiling methods, how to use filtration equipment for
processing.
CO6
Knowledge development on different types of material handling devices in
processing (belt, pneumatic, screw, bucket conveyors)
ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS & FOOD QUALITY
CO1
Understand physical properties of different food grains, fruits and vegetables
CO2
Understand rheological properties, models and their importance
CO3

Understand aerodynamic, electrical, di electrical and thermal properties of
different food grains, fruits and vegetables

CO4
CO5
CO6

Understand the concept and importance of food quality and different sampling
techniques
Understand the concept of total quality management
Understand different food laws and concept of HACCP

MANAGERIALECONOMICSANDFINANCIALANALYSIS
CO1 To understand the nature and scope of Managerial Economics
CO2 To analyze the demand under various affecting factors and forecasting demand
CO3 To study the production function and analyze various types of costs
CO4 To understand different markets, pricing policies and methods used in pricing
CO5 To understand the features and merits & demerits of different Business and
their dynamics
CO6 To analyze the capital requirements and resourcing required finance
CO7 To understand the book keeping and maintaining final accounts
CO8 To analyze different financial ratios to understand liquidity of a firm
AGRICULTURAL PROCESS ENGINEERINGLAB
CO1 Study of food processing plant, determination of fineness modulus, uniformity
index, mixing index, cyclone separator efficiency, psychometric chart, power
requirement in grain size reduction, mills, mixers and separators
ADVANCED ENGLISH COMMUNICATIONS SKILLSLAB
CO1
To enable the student to master the entire gamut of skills required for his/her
professional career. This lab focusses to improve the student’s fluency in
English through well-developed vocabulary and enable them to listen spoken
English at normal conversational speed by educated English speakers and
respond appropriately in different socio- cultural and professional context. A
thorough understanding of this lab helps the students to enhance personality,
infuse confidence and increase employment in any chosen career.
FIELD OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF TRACTORS LAB - I
CO1
Study on tractor systems such as fuel, lubrication, transmission, ignition,
cooling and hydraulic and maintenance of tractors
INTELLECTUALPROPERTYRIGHTSANDPATENTS
CO
IPRLawsandpatentspavethewayforinnovativeideaswhichareinstrumentalforinventionsto seek Patents
1
CO
StudentgetaninsightonCopyrights,PatentsandSoftwarepatentswhichareinstrumentalforfurtheradvance
2
ments

IIIYear–IISemester
IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE ENGINEERING
CO1
Concept of Irrigation engineering, soil moisture characteristics and
measurements, crop water requirement and irrigation efficiencies
CO2
Water application methods – border irrigation, furrow irrigation and check
basin irrigation and their components and hydraulics
CO3
Methods of conveyance of irrigation water assessment and design of irrigation
canals, methods of measurement of water
CO4
Concept of drainage engineering, its types, drainage coefficient and its
determination and design of open channels
CO5
Sub surface drainage system layouts, components and types

CO6

Sub surface drainage design for steady and unsteady state conditions, bio
drainage, vertical drainage and economic aspects of drainage

FARM MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT - I
CO1
Study of farm mechanization, principles of operation and selection of machines
for production of crops.
CO2
Study of classification and types of tillage, primary and secondary tillage
implements.
CO3
Study of forces acting on tillage tools and draft measurement of tillage
equipment’s.
CO4
study of earth moving equipment’s and their construction and working
principles
CO5
Study of seeding methods and seed metering mechanisms. Seed drills, sprayer,
dusters and their calibration and component adjustments
CO6
Study of transplanting methods and machinery, fertilizer application
equipment-metering and calibration.
DESIGN OF SOIL, WATER CONSERVATION AND FARM STRUCTURES
CO1
Study of water conservation structures, flow in open channels, hydraulic jumpapplications, types and efficiency.
CO2
Study of runoff measuring structures, design phases of spillways.
CO3

CO6

Study of chute spillway, drop inlet spill way. Design of diversions,
embankments, ponds and reservoirs.
CO4
Study of canal falls notch fall, cross drainage works and its design principles.
CO5
Study of irrigation outlets, diversion head works, weirs and barrages.
Study of planning and layout of farmstead, threshing and drying yards, design
of barns, grain storage structures.

DAIRY AND FOOD ENGINEERING
CO1
Study of dairy industry development in India, dairy technology and dairy
products processing systems.
CO2
Understanding the milk receiving and determination and evaluation of dairy
products manufactured.pastuerization and methods of heating and stabilization
of products
CO3
Understanding the process of homogenization, filling and packaging of dairy
products. Dairy plant design and layout details.
CO4
Study of analysis of food products, food preservation methods and principles,
changes occurred in food products.
CO5
Understanding the process of evaporation and drying and their types, methods
involved in its processing
CO6
Understanding the process of freezing, juice extraction,filtration,thermal
processing heat treatment of food and dairy products
OPERATIONRESEARCH (Elective-3)
CO1
MethodologyofOperationsResearch.
CO2
Linearprogramming:solvingmethods,duality,andsensitivityanalysis.
CO3
CO4
CO5
C06
C07

IntegerProgramming.
Networkflows.
Multi-criteriadecisiontechniques.
Decisionmakingunderuncertaintyandrisk.
Gametheory. Dynamicprogramming.

DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEMS (OpenElective)
CO1
Understand the concepts of digital control systems and assemble various
components associated with it. Advantages compared to analog type
CO2
The theory of z – transformation and application for the mathematical analysis
of digital control systems
CO3
To represent the discrete – time systems in state – space model and evaluation
of state transition matrix
CO4
To examine the stability of system using different tests
CO5
To study the conventional method of analyzing digital control system in w –
plane
CO6
To study the design of state feedback control by “ the pole placement method”
ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION (OpenElective)
CO1
TheStudentmustbeabletodesignautomaticmanufacturingcellswithroboticcontrolusing
CO2
The principle behind robotic drive system, end effectors, sensor, machine vision
robotKinematicsand programming

INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION AND CONTROL ENGINEERING (OpenElective)
CO1
Knowledge development about the types of pollution and environmental
legislation acts.
CO2
To understand the characterization of industrial effluents, BOD, COD, TOC
values, methods of determination of these characteristics, for all types of
pollutants from all chemical and petroleum industries
CO3
Skill development on information about the characterization, the student id
made conversant with various methods of treatment- primary as well as tertiary
treatments. The course offers latest techniques such as Ion exchange , RO,
Ultra filtration , along with the conventional system already existing
CO4
Treatment of waste water(in the effluent streams)-process, methods and
equipment needs are presented for their subsequent applications
CO5
Acquaintance of skill on monitoring methods are taught for pollution control.
Sampling methods for acquiring samples and their analysis
CO6
To understand the air pollution control methods and equipments.
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (OpenElective)
CO1
Solve simple boundary value problems using numerical technique of finite
element method.
CO2
Develop finite element formulation of one and two dimensional problems and
solve them.
CO3
Assemble stiffness matrices, apply boundary conditions and solve for the
displacements.
CO4
Compute the stresses and strains and interpret the result.
WATER RESOURCES SYSTEM PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT (OpenElective)
CO1
Apply optimization methods to solve problems related to water resource
systems
CO2
Perform basic economic analysis to evaluate the economic feasibility of water
resources project
CO3
Formulate optimization models for decision making in water resource systems
CO4

Use simulation models for planning and design of water resource systems

FARM MACHINERY LAB - I
CO1
Study of farm machinery equipment’s, types of plough bottoms, sprayer’s
dusters, rotavators, seed drill and weeding equipment’s. determination of field
capacity and field efficiency of primary tillage implements, disc angel, tilth
angle and concavity of disc plough
FIELD OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF TRACTORS LAB - II
CO1
Introduction to various systems of tractor, tractor control units, driving
practice for two wheel and four wheel tractors, hitching and de-hitching of
implements, tools and equipment’s used for servicing the tractor.
SOIL AND WATER ENGINEERING LAB
CO1
Estimation of soil loss, sediment concentration, erosivity and
erodibility index, rate of sedimentation and storage loss and field visit
for soil conservation structures and gully control structures.

PROFESSIONALETHICSANDHUMANVALUES
CO1
Itgivesacomprehensiveunderstandingofavarietyissuesthatareencounteredbyeveryprofessionalin
discharging professional duties.
CO2
Itprovidesthestudentthesensitivityandglobaloutlookinthecontemporaryworldtofulfilltheprofessional
obligations effectively

IV Year–ISemester
MICRO IRRIGATION ENGINEERING
CO1
Understand the concept of sprinkler irrigation and its components
CO2
Understand the types of sprinkler system and pattern of moisture distributions
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Understand the design of sprinkler irrigation system, operation and
maintenance of system
Understand the concept of drip irrigation and components of drip irrigation
Understand the types of emitters, emitter constants and efficiencies of drip
irrigation system
Understand the design of drip irrigation system, operation and maintenance
and automation of drip irrigation system

FARM MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT - II
CO1
Knowledge development on history and development of harvesting equipment
mowers and reaper maintenance of these equipment’s.
CO2
Knowledge development oncare and maintenance of power operated reaper
and forage harvester reaper binders and its working.
CO3
Got knowledge on principles of threshers and types of threshers. Working of
cleaning unit, aspirator and winnowers.
CO4
Skill development on harvesting equipment’s like
cotton piker potato
harvester and ground nut harvester and types of mechanisms.
CO5
Acquaintance of cotton striper working. And working of sugarcane harvester,
sugar cane wagons.
CO6
Acquaintance of principles of fruit harvesting equipment’s and types of
harvesting methods. Testing of farm machines.
POST HARVEST ENGINEERING AND HORTICULTURE PRODUCE

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Understand the factors and different properties effecting the fruits and
vegetables
Understand the importance of handling, transport and maturity standards of
fruits and vegetables
Knowledge development on preservation, drying and dehydration of fruits and
vegetables
Knowledge development on post harvesting management of fruits and
vegetables and maintenance of MAP and CAS
Understand the concept of packaging of fruits and vegetables using different
materials of packaging
Knowledge development on fermented beverage, grape wine and quality
characteristics of fruits and vegetables for processing

MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION
CO1 Understand the methods of measurement and selection of measuring
instruments, standards of measurement
CO2 Identify and apply various measuring instruments and apply methods of
measurement for various physical quantities
CO3 To analyze the measurement of pressure and controlling
CO4 To analyze the stress and strain measurements
CO5 To analyze the measurement of temperature and controlling
CO6 To analyze the electrical methods of pressure and controlling, how to use
resistance thermometers
SEED PROCESSING AND STORAGE ENGINEERING (Elective-1)
CO1 Understand the concept of moisture content and methods for determination.
EMC models methods and curve falling rate drying period.
CO2 Skill development on air Temperature and air flow rate and air pressure.
Different methods of drying energy utilization and efficiency.
CO3 Knowledge development on types and causes spoilage in storage and
functional requirements on seed storage. Environmental condition Inside the
storage room.
CO4 Knowledge development storage cereal grains, changes occurring during
storage. Insets pets and their control.
CO5 Understand the concept of grain storage structures planning and construction
features of storage structures.
CO6 Knowledge development on grain handling equipment’s control and modified
atmosphere storage of grains.
GREEN HOUSE TECHNOLOGIES (Elective-1)
CO1 Study of green house and its classification, construction and operational details
CO2 Study of environment, temperature and light requirement of crops and green
house shading methods
CO3 Study of ventilation systems and planning of green house facilities and
materials used for green house construction
CO4 Green house covering materials and design and construction details of glass
and pipe framed green houses
CO5 Study of green house heating and energy storage and green house irrigation
systems
CO6 Study of green house utilization in off season and green house production
economics

FOOD PROCESSING PLANT DESIGN AND LAYOUT (Elective-1)
CO1 Study of plant layout and principles, methods of layout planning
CO2 Types of plant layout and salient features of different processing plants
CO3

Salient features poultry, fish, meat and milk processing plants. Concept of Site
selection, plant selection and process selection
CO4 Study of project design and its types. Design consideration of project design
construction and operation details
CO5 Flow diagrams, selection of equipment, processing control systems, plant
elevation and labor requirement of processing plant
CO6 Food plant sanitation, cost analysis and cost estimation of food processing
plant
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT (Elective-2)
CO1 Calculate watershed parameters and analyze watershed characteristics to take
appropriate management action
CO2 Quantify soil erosion and design control measures
CO3
CO4
CO5

Apply land grading techniques for proper land management
Suggest suitable harvesting techniques for better watershed management
Apply appropriate models for watershed management

FOOD PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY (Elective-2)
CO1 Understanding of food packaging process and its handling and transportation
CO2 Study of shelf life of fruits and vegetables and CAP and MAP technology in
food packaging
CO3 Study of different packaging materials used in food industry
CO4 Study of glass and aluminum as a packaging material and its manufacturing
details
CO5 Container and can making process for packaging food
CO6 Aseptic packaging and sealing using different packaging materials
MINOR IRRIGATION AND COMMAND AREA DEVELOPMENT (Elective-2)
CO1
Study different Irrigation projects and water resources- development and
utilization
CO2
Understanding the Command area development and parameters involved in it
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Study the Farm development activities and their planning and execution
Study of Minor irrigation works in Andhra Pradesh and ground water
development and exploration
Understanding and applying Remote sensing techniques for command area
development
Study of some Case studies on command area development

FARM MACHINERY LAB - II
CO1
Study of mowers, reaper, thresher, chaff cutter, harvesters, horticultural tools.
Visit to farm machinery production industry.
DAIRY AND FOOD ENGINEERING LAB
CO1
Study of milk processing plant and equipment, pasteurizer, sterilizer,
homogenizer, cream separator, butter churner, evaporator, milk dryer, freezer.
Design and layout of dairy plants.

IVYear– IISemester
DESIGN OF AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
CO1
To understand the basics and fundamentals of design of engineering machine
members and fundamentals of general design principles
CO2
To solve stress and strain problems and understand the theories of failure and
to design a knuckle joint
CO3
To understand the design of various types of levers and springs
CO4
To understand the design of shafts, keys and couplings
CO5
To understand the design of tillage equipment and sowing machines
CO6
To understand the design of harvesting, threshing and spraying equipment
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION TECHNIQUES AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
CO1
To learn about communication and using different tools to communicate
CO2
To understand the adoption and diffusion process and importance of different
institutions
CO3
To understand what is Management and applying Management in decision
making and Agribusiness
CO4
To know the importance of Agro-based industries and learning to analyse the
projects through different project appraisal techniques
CO5
To understand what is Trade internationally & regionally and different bodies
involved in governing the trade
CO6
To understand WTO structure along with its agreements in Trade
AGRO INDUSTRIES AND BI-PRODUCT UTILIZATION
CO1
Study of agro industries and by-product utilization.
CO2
Study of alcoholic fermentation from rice husk and alcohol manufacturing
process. Rice bran oil extraction and coconut coir utilization and oil milling.
CO3
Study of fresh kernel based products like coconut. Mango stone and peel
utilization, nuts and cashew products.
CO4
Study of sugarcane bagasse, paper making from agricultural waste, feed
processing plants and its equipment’s.
CO5
Study of agricultural waste management, determination of DO, COD, BOD,
total organic carbon. Waste collection, storage and handling.
CO6
Study of biological treatments, types of aeration system, processing and
establishment of agro industries.
GIS AND REMOTE SENSING(Elective-3)
CO1 Study of ground, air and satellite based sensor platform.
CO2 Interpret the aerial photograph.
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

Interpret the aerial satellite imageries.
Create and input spatial data for GIS applications
Apply RS & GIS concepts in water resource engineering.
Applications of various satellite data.

HUMAN ENGINEERING AND SAFETY (Elective-3)
CO1 Introduction to human engineering and safety and study of anthropometrics
and designs
CO2 Understand the functions of skeletal and muscular systems
CO3

Study of design of hand tools and difference between static and dynamic works

CO4
CO5
CO6

Study of physical work capacity and safety measures for protection
Study of noise and vibrations from different machines and its preventive
measures
Study of advance effects of air pollution in agricultural operations

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY OF AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY (Elective-3)
CO1 Recognize the different types of casting processes
CO2 Select suitable manufacturing processes for typical components
CO3
CO4

Describe the various welding processes
Explain the concept of forging, rolling process and drawing

